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A Study of Procedure In the Assembly o f
the Province of Massachusetts Bay;
Especially In its Relation to the
Royal Prerogative 1692 - 1774-
INTRODUCTION
In the minds of many Americans, the growth among the
English colonists in this country of the spirit of dissatis-
faction with British rule dated from the close of the Seven
Years' War, and the stricter observance of British colonial
policy by the home government than had hitherto obtained.
Investigation of the matter, however, renders the student
more and more certain that the political differences that
reached their consummation in the American Revolution evolved
from the religious and economic difficulties which prompted
the first group of intrepid pioneers to leave England and
found a new commonwealth on the shores of an untrammeled
wilderness. There, far removed from any central government
control and virtually ignored for several generations, there
grew up a new type of state, based no doubt on principles
inherited from the mother country but tempered by the de-
mands of a different environment. The frontier life was
conducive to the growth of democratic ideals. Consequently
a representative branch of government was the natural ans-
wer to meet the need of cooperation in a practically inde-
pendent political unit.
4k
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Development of the As sembly
The development of true representative government
may best be exemplified by a study of a popularly elected
governing body, which represents the will of the populace,
and forms the nearest approach to the "government of the
people, by the people, and for the people." Such an insti-
tution, in all its stages of advancement, is the colonial
assembly which sprung up in the English colonies in America.
The choice of the Massachusetts assembly for consideration
in the present paper is perhaps a happy one, since the
assembly in that colony demonstrates well the evolution
toward the overt expression of democratic principles and
self-sufficiency which culminated in the American War of
Independence, "in most of the colonies, this representative
body had started as a rudimentary group of delegates, exer-
cising no more power than they possessed by grant of com-
pany or proprietor, for the purpose of cooperating with the
1
governor and council in matters of legislation." During
the experimental period of the seventeenth century assemblies
proved their right to exist as essential to the proper org-
anization of a royal province, and after 1689 were so recog-
nized. When Massachusetts Bay emerged from this period, after
the Revolution of 1689, it received the familiar form of
government by governor, council, and assembly, checked to
some degree by the terms of the Massachusetts Charter of 1691.
1 Cambridge History of "British Empire, I, 422.
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The right and ability of the colonists to govern
themselves efficiently, however, was challenged by the Eng-
lish authorities by the opening of the eighteenth century.
England at last arrived at a long-delayed establishment of
a definite colonial policy. Mercantilist to the core, in
accordance with the economic theory of the time, the home
authorities set out upon a program of binding the colonial
empire more closely to England. The colonists, indignant at
such a reversal of attitude by the Egglish government which
encroached upon their well-established localism, became in-
evitably opposed to the change. The only answer of the Eng-
lish authorities was a stricter application of the adopted
scheme. "From this time forward every set of instructions
to the governors contained specific details regarding the
calling of the Assembly and its constitution and powers
—
details which steadily increased in number and precision as
1
the years passed.*' "The process by which the royal prov-
ince was steadily to assume a more prominent place in the
British -colonial system was destined to go on. The chartered
colony was to give way before it until, as a form of govern-
ment it sank into an inferior position, though the spirit
which animated its founders and guided its policy still re-
mained strong in the breasts of the majority of the colonists
2
and formed the traditions which guided their action." The
eighteenth century previous to the Revolution was marked by
1 Cambridge History of BritFsh Empire
,
I, ”522.
2 Osgood, American Colonies in Eighteenth Century, I, 37-8
cc t
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the almost continual struggle between the forces of loual
democracy and the centralized autocratic power symbolized
by the royal prerogative. By the middle of the century this
struggle in the colony resulted in the development of a sys-
tem of American liberty and political theories quite apart
from those entertained in England, although analagous in
many respects to the precedents afforded by House of Com-
mons. These institutions and principles of liberty survived
the Revolution with only minor variations and exist today
in our United States. In the latter fact lies the justifica-
tion of our treatment of the assembly as such, while the choo«-
ing of Massachusetts in particular has been prompted by the
author's personal interest in that state.
Massachusetts, moreover, from 1692 until the close
of the provincial era, displayed a significant departure from
the ordinary type of government in the royal colonies. The
British givemment in its official capacity had promoted
the founding of none of the colonies in the western world.
Nevertheless, Virginia, Barbados, Bermuda, and the other
proprietary colonies which were destined to come under the
crown, all had the features of royal government while still
in private hands. "Each had a governor, council, and assem-
bly; each was making its own lav/s with the approval of its
proprietor; and each was subject, within certain limits, to
1
proprietary supervision and control," and the Crown continued
this system of government. English legislation was, in gen-
1 Cambridge History of British Empire
,
I
,
405 .
1t
» <. c
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eral, in effect in these plantations, and. the colonists weee
thus "partakers of the most perfectly incomparable laws" of
England. Of the American colonies, Connecticut and Rhode
Island were alone corporate and self-governing, the former
by virtue of the constitution placed in its charter. The
other colonies were, in theory at least, governed according
to the commissions and instructions issued to their respec-
tive governors. The government of Massachusetts, on the other
hand, was based upon both a charter, and the commissions
and instructions to her royal governor, appointed from Eng-
land. Friction between these two elements of governing auth-
ority— representing respectively the popular will and the
royal prerogative--was inevitable, and furnished the motif
of Massachusetts history during the period with which we
shall deal. This was especially true since several phases of
assembly organization and many subjects of legislation
gave opportunity for attack upon the prerogative.
Charters of 1691 and 1725
Among its many clauses, the Massachusetts Charter of
1691, granted by the Crown, provided that a General Court
should be convened annually by the governor on the last Wed-
nesday of May and more often if circumstances produced the
necessity; that the General Court was to consist of the
Governor, the Council, and the freeholders elected by the
towns; that each town should send two persons to the Court,
but that that body should apportion repre sentation among
I
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the counties and towns; that each delegate must take certain
oaths and subscribe the Declaration before being seated in
the Assembly; that the Governor have full power to prorogue,
adjourn, and dissolve tha Assembly; that twenty-eight coun-
cillors should be elected annually by the popular body, and
should be removable by that body; that the Court have the
power to name aj.1 appointees to the civil offices not re-
served to the Crown or to the G-ovemor; that the Governor
have an absolute veto on all elections of officers and coun-
cillors, and on all acts of government; that the General
Court should make "Orders, Laws, Statutes and Ordinances,
Directions and Instructions" for the colony, not repugnant
to the laws of England, and should impose fines, taxes, and
levies, to be issued and disposed of by warrant of the Gov-
ernor and Council; and, finally, at the first opportunity
after their passage all laws must be sent to England for
royal disallowance or approbation—’these disallowed within
three years to be void, others to remain in force until re-
pealed by the General Court. These provisions were found
not to cover all debatable points. Hence, in 1725, an explan-
atory charter was issued by the Crown, and accepted by Massa-
chusetts lest the affairs of the colony be supervised direct-
ly by the English Parliament. The latter document stated that
the Governor should convey his written approval or disap-
proval of the Speaker chosen by the Assembly, and that the
lower House should not have the power to adjourn itself for
1
more than two days without the Governor’ s consent.
1 Both Charters in Acts and Resolves of Massachusetts Bay , I.
II
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OR" ANIZATION OF THE ASSEMBLY
As may be discerned in the Charter, the Assembly
in the colonial government was to be the elective branch,
representing the popular will, and exercising legislative
powers subject to a rather comprehensive review by the
Council, the Governor, and the Home Government . Its posi-
tion in the General Court was somewhat analagous to that
held in the English system by the House of Commons. The
colonists in general maintained the view that the Assembly
was co-equal with the lower branch of Parliament, and was
called because of the inherent right of Englishmen to
representative government; whereas the British authorities
persisted in the attitude that the Assembly was convened
and condoned as an expression of royal grace. "The author-
ities taught the colonists to look upon it as a miniature
parliament. But by asserting and reasserting that the
Assembly’s privileges and powers were dependent upon the
king’s prerogative, they led the representatives to feel
1
that the prerogative was the great enemy of their rights."
Plac e of Mee ting
The General Court was convened ordinarily at Boston,
then, as now, the leading town of Massachusetts. The
august body usually met at the Boston Town House throughout
the royal period. Twice during that period the building was
burned, once entirely demolished, the second time quite des-
troyed except the exterior walls. Due to these two con-
1 Labaree, Royal Government in Ame rica, 215-6.
c
I»
*
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flagrations many of the early records of the colony have
been destroyed, and our descriptions of the first two
edifices are necessarily meagre.
Taking action upon a bequest of money left to the
town by a wealthy resident, in 1657, the town of Boston
determined to construct a building suitable for public
meetings, assemblies, and official conferences of local
concern to be known as the Town House. " The house was to
be 3
6
feet wide and 66 feet long, set upon 21 pillars 10
feet high, projecting 3 feet over the pillars on each side.
Moreover there was a walk on the top, fourteen or fifteen
feet wide, with two turrets, and balusters and rails around
the walk. There were to be two pairs of half-paced stairs,
and turned stairs up into the walk. We infer that there
were two rooms one from each end chimney coming towards the
the centre, with a stair case at each end, and that one of
these halls was sub-divided into two rooms. Good floors,
windows, mantel-pieces, gutters and other details are spec-
ified, showing that the town intended to have a good build-
1
ing.
"
This building was probably completed early in 1659.
Thereafter, the records show that the Town House was kept in
repair by the province, the county, and the town-- the province
paying half the upkeep, and the county and town sharing the
other half. A public market was kept on the first floor,
and various shops occupied most of the remaining space on
the street level. " Upstairs we find that there were three
1 Oration by 7/m. H. Whitmore in " Rededication of the 01d~
St&te House * 1 ,29-30.
tl
i
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room$
#
one probably for the Governor and Council, and one
1
for the Representatives," for it was in this building that
the first General Court convened under the new charter in
1692, met to transact the government of the province. "The
first building stood from 1658 to 1711, when it was burned
in a terrible conflagration (Oct. 2-3). In it. presided
Governors Endicott, Bellingham, Leverett, and Bradstreet,
under the old charter; Andros, under the orders of King
James; and Phips, Stoughton, Bellomont, and Joseph Dudley
2
under the new charter."
The new Town House, commenced early in 1712, was a
brick building in the ^ueen Anne type of architecture,
110 feet long and 36 feet wide, located at the juncture of
King and Comhill Streets (now respectively State and
Washington Streets). The spare rooms, in under, and ad-
joining the Town House were let to shonkeepers - especially
3
bookkeeper' s shops. In November 1712, the following in-
struction made its appearance:
" Ordered that it be an instruction to the Committee
appointed to build the Province Court House that they fit
the East Chamber for the Use of His Excellency the Governor
and the Honourable Council, the Middle Chamber for the House,
the West Chamber for the Superior and Inferior Courts.
" Ordered that there be but two offices below the
stairs in the Province and Court House now building in
Boston, one for the Secretary, and the other for the Register
4
of Deeds in the County of Suffolk, consented to by J. Dudley."
1 Whitmore, 32.
2 Ibid
. ,
34.
3 Ibid . , Appendix A.
4 Massachusetts Court Records, 244; Whitmore, Appendix A.
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This building was first occupied by the General Court in
1713
,
according to Samuel Sewall's Diary, and was used con-
stantly until its injury by fire December 9, 174-7 > when
practically everything but the walls was destroyed. The
interior furnishings together with many books, paper and
records of the General Court and the Governors’ commissions
and instructions were irremediably lost. "The General Court
was offered the use of Faneuil Hall, but was accommodated
for the few days remaining in the session at the Royal
Exchange Tavern, kept by Luke Tardy, on the west corner of
1
our present Exchange and State Streets."
After the fire of 1747, the General Court deter-
mined, not without considerable controversy, to repair the
damaged Town House. The repairs on the building were com-
pleted before the spring session of 1750, the General
Court convening mean?/hile at Faneuil Hall in Boston. Of
the renovated structure, " the first story was devoted as
before to the uses of a public exchange. Two offices were
provided on that floor - of which the Eastern Office was
duly assigned to the Clerk of the Superior Court, and the
Western was occupied by the Secretary of the Province.
These offices were on the Northern side of the building.
A range of Doric pillars, ten in number, which supported
the second floor and superstructure, gave a certain dignity
to the open space v/here the merchants most did congregate.
" The access to the second floor was by two stair-
cases, known as the Eastern and Western staircases, and
1 Whitmore 6o.
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leading to the pass-ages between the central chamber and
the other two chambers respectively of the second floor,
there was undoubtedly an entryway and a convenient lobby
in each. The three chambers were the Council Chamber at
the Eastern end, the Representatives’ Chamber in the centre,
and the Court Chamber at the Western end. Of these the
Representatives’ Chamber was undoubtedly the largest from
the first - feet long, 32 feet wide, and 15 feet high,
whereas the Council Chamber was 32 feet square and of the
1
same height.)
’’The upper portion of the building’ was left for
several years in an unfinished state, and only gradually
brought into use. I think there were only two rooms at the
respective Eastern and Western ends, which may have been
provided at first; for on the 14th of February, 1765,
’the Room in the Upper Story at the West End of the Court
House' wa.s duly appropiated by an order of Court to the use
of committees during the time of the Court' s sitting. And
on the 27th of August of the same year, an order passed the
House, that the Members for the -Town of Boston be directed
to cause one or more chambers in the upper story on the
South side of the Court House to be finished for the accommo
2
dation of committees of the G-eneral Court." The room at the
East end of the third floor evidently was occupied by the
3
selectmen of Boston.
1 Massachusetts Magazine, August, 1791; reprinted Whitmore,
Appendix^AT
2 G-. H. Moore, Prytaneum Bostoniense
, p. 10 ff., the follow-
ing excerpts are from this source.
3 Journal of House of Representatives , January 21, 1761:
c
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"The chambers were all plain in construction, and
their fittings and furniture simple in character, with prob-
ably hardly a touch of extravagance anywhere.
The Council Chamber was furnished with a large table
and chairs, and one or more glazed bookcases stood in the
room, in which were preserved care some valuable books which
had been presented by liberal citizens and friends of the
province, among which I may mention the Ron. Benjamin Lynde’s
gift of the Statutes at Large in six volumes folio, for the
use of the Courts of Common Law sitting in this House, as we10.
as the Legislature; and a complete set of the History and
Proceedings of the Houses of Lords and Commons from the Reign
of Charles the II , viz : eight volumes of the Proceedings of the
Lords and fourteen of the Proceedings of the Commons , from
1
Isaac Royal, Esqr.
,
of Charlestown.
"The Royal Arms, also, which were subsequently removed
and carried to St. John, N. B., where they now decorate a
church, must have been a conspicuous feature in the Chamber.
I have notes of description, made by an intelligent a.nd ob-
serving stranger in 1769. He says of the ’decorations’ at
the Town House: ’ In the Council Chamber
,
the picture of
"Inasmuch as the Select Men of the ~fo"vH "of Boston "sit to do
business in their Easternmost Upper Chamber of the Court Hou se
,
and the Small Pox frequently breaking out, necessitates ma'riy of
the Physicians in the Town, to attend them; this House appre-
hend it unsafe for such persons to pass anfl repass the D oor of
this House . Therefore,
0Voted, That said Select Men be desired to remove their of-
fice from said chamber, and provide themselves with some other
suitable place
,
at the charge of the Government, during the
present sitting of this Court."
1 That the latter set of volumes was available to the Assembly
is a most significant fact. See below, p.
Ic
I
(
l
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Charles the 2d; James the 2d; and George the 2d, at full
length, and the copies of the pictures of Governor Winthrop,
Governor Endicott, Governor Leverett, Governor 3radatreet,
Governor Burnet, and the picture three quarters of Governor
Pownall . In the Representatives* Room the picture o f Admi-
ral Russell . betwixt the windows above the Speaker
1
s chair .
There is carved above the door the ancient arms of the Pro-
vince, Emblem of the staple commodities of the Province.'
"The Representatives’ Chamber was similar to its
neighboring apartment on the East——but provided with wooden
seats or benches for the members, arranged on the sides of
the room. In 1773 an order was made to provide cushions for
1
these seats. The Speaker' s chair was on the Southern side,
and in front of him was 'the table' at which the Clerk only
2
was permitted to sit...
"'The Boston Seat' must be specially noticed here.
From the beginning of legislation under the Province Charter,
3
Boston was entitled to four representatives, thrice (sic)
as many as any other town'— and the 'Boston Seat' played an
important part in everything that was donp. It never failed
to exercise a full share of influence in the House, which be-
came more and more conspicuous as the era of the Revolution
4
came on.
1 June 29, 1773, the House, "Upon a motion, Ordered , That ~the
committee appointed to see to the necessary repairs of the
State House, provide cushions for the several seats in this
Room.
"
2 No evidence warrants the belief that the Speaker aat upon
a rostrum.
3 Evidently a misprint since a number of other towns were
allowed two representatives.
4 See below, p.
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"It is very evident that 'the Boston Seat' was a front
seat — and I have reason to believe that it was actually in
the central division of benches on the North side of the Cham-
ber, directly in front of the Speaker. It was known and recog-
nized from an early date, and 'the gentlemen of the Boston
Seat', or 'the members of the Boston Seat', are frequently
mentioned as being charged with special services and duties.
"It seems to have been the only monopoly of the kind
and I can recall but one instance of an attempt to invade it.
On the 30th May, 1754, the question being put, whether any
particular seat in the House should be assigned to the mem-
bers of the towns of Plymouth and Salem . The presumptious
ambition of those towns, however, was checked at once by a
vote in the negative.
"The earliest decoration of which I have any certain date
in the Representatives' Chamber was a Branch of Candlesticks
for its Service and Ornament, which was offered by Isaac
Royal, of Charlestown, and accepted with the thanks of the
House on the 23rd April, 1748, immediately after the deter-
mination to rebuild the House. A subsequent reference to it
by John Adams not only assures us that Mr. Royal' s liberal
\
intention was carried out, but that it was a 'brass branch
of Candle sticks' which was duly put in place — directly over
2
the table of the Speaker and Clerk.
1 No mention"^ f the Boston Seat in JoumaX~1715-35; 1758-74^
2 The House was lighted by candles as early as 1725-26. Acts jc
Resolves
, X, 727. Certain ornaments and useful articles oc-
cupied their places in the Chamber of the House, somewhat be-
fore this time, viz : "William Payne, Esq. brought in and pre-
sented to this House the pictures of King William and queen
Mary of Glorious memory.
" Ordered
,
That the thanks of this House be given to Mr. Ppyne
II
l
f r
*
i » - t
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"In 1766, a new feature was introduced in the Repre-
sentatives' Chamber, of remarkable importance. On the motion
of James Otis, who with Mr. Hancock and Mr. Adams as a com-
mittee carried out the design, it was ordered that the debates
of the House should be ppen; and that a gallery be erected on
the Westerly side of the Chamber for the accomodation of such
Persons as should be inclined to attend the same. It was
further ordered that no Persons be admitted to a seat in the
G-allery without applying to and being introduced by a member
of the House. The work was completed before the end of the
1
political year...." In respect to this gallery, Hutchinson
says: "although the following novelty cannot be mentioned as
an instance of their assuming what they had no right to, yet
it gave them (the Representatives) great additional weight
and influence over the people; they had caused a gallery to
be built, and opened, that all persons who inclined to it
might hear their debates; and a speech, well adapted to the
gallery, was oftentimes of more service to the cause of lib-
erty than if its purpose had been confined to the members of
2
the House."
Since the Town House was situated at the intersection
for his acceptable Present, and that they be set up in the
House." Journal
, I, 168-9; November 21, 1716.
As early as 1724, moreover, the Court House seems to have
had two clocks, presumably one in the Council Chamber, and one
in the Assembly Chamber. December 18, 1724, there was pre-
sented to the House "An Accompt for Mending two Clocks belong-
ing to this Province." Journal
, VI, 200. And by a resolve of
1724-5, 33 shillings was allowed to Benjamin Bagod for clean-
ing and mending the clocks belonging t<b the Court House. Acts &
Resolves
, X, 558.
1 The foregoing description of the old Court House is taken
from G.H. Moore, Prytaneum Bostoniense. Notes on the History of
the Old State House.
2 Hutchinson, History of Massachusetts Bay, III, 166.
t<
'
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of two busy thoroughfares, the members of the General Court
were occasionally annoyed by the careless obstruction of the
entrances to the building, and were frequently disturbed by
excessive noise in the streets during the sessions. In sev-
1
eral instances, legislation, faintly suggestive of modem
parking laws, was resorted to, in order to eliminate such
annoyances of the representatives. A joint resolution by both
Houses in 1746 forbade the beating of drums within ten rods
2
of the Court House during sessions of either House. A more
common difficulty was the rumbling of vehicles passing along
3
the streets outside the Chambers. This became so troublesome
1 Viz : Whereas the doors of the court house in Boston, are
often incumbred by teams, and other ways, so as very much to
obstruct the members of the general court in their passage to
and from the said house, —
" Be it therefore enacted . .
.
"That no persons whatsoever shall presume to incumber the
said. house by stopping, or suffering to stand, any coach, chaise
chair, team, cart, sled, truck or wheelbarrow whatsoever, or
by laying lumber, stones, mud, dirt or other incumbrance what-
soever within the distance of twenty- four feet from the west
end, thirty feet from either side of the said house, upon pain
of forfeiting five shillings unto the doorkeeper to the general
court for the time being, and by him to be recovered before a
justice of the peace.
"And in case any person or persons offending in either of
the particulars before mentioned, after being thereto required
by the doorkeeper, shall not forthwith remove any such incum-
brance, he or they shall forfeit the sum of twenty shillings,
to be recovered fcn like manner aforesaid.
" Provided nevertheless
,
"That this act shall not be construed so as to hinder any
coach, chariot, chaise, or chair from standing within the lim-
its aforesaid, which shall be used by the Governor, Lieutenaht-
Govemor, or any of the members of the general court for the time
being." Acts & Resolves , III, 28.
2 Ibid.
,
XIII, 606.
3 For instance : the House enacted "That after five days from
the publication of this act, any person or persons presuming!)
to drive or pass any coacft, chaise, chair, cart, truck, or oth-
er carriage .... in King street, either on the south side or on
the north side of the province conrtpin Boston, during any sit-
ting of the general court, between the hours of nine in the morn
ing and one in the afternoon (either house then actually sit-
ting)," shall be subject to a fine and certain other penalties.
Acts & Resolves
. Ill, 360.
.I
c
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that in 1748. the streets were closed to traffic during the ees-
1
sions by means of chains stretched across the way at either end.
Upon sundry occasions the General Court wa s convened
elsewhere than at the Boston Tovm House. For Instance, in
1702 Governor Dudley removed the Court to Cambridge by his own
2
authority, for some reason not readily ascertainable. The
reason for removal from Boston usually was the fear entertained
by the delegates of the danger of contracting the small- pox
which was rife in that town from time to time due to lack of
sanitary improvements. In 1721 "a new General Court having
assembled August 27, at the George Tavern on Boston Neck, to
avoid the small- pox, which prevailed in that town, the Repre-
sentatives resolved that as the place was not ' accomodable*
,
the General Court 'be moved to Cambridge to such time as his
Excellency thinks fit.' This resolve was concurred in by the
Council but was not consented to by the Governor, who deemed
it an infringement of the Royal Prerogative as fixed by the
Charter. A controversy was thus opened between Governor Chute
and the Representatives, which was unsettled when the court
was prorogued, on the ninth of September, to the first of Nov-
ember following. October 31, the Court was prorogued by proc-
lamation to November 3, at Harvard College, in Cambridge,
where it sat one day, and was again prorogued to the seventh
of the same month. This second session continued until Nov-
ember 17. After several prorogations the Court began its
third session upon the second day of March, 1721-22, when the
Governor desired the House to proceed to business in the after-
noon, if they were 'of opinion that the Court might sit in this
1 Ibid.
, ill, 467 ; also see p. 516,367; IV, 370 ".
2 Joarnal
, II, 382 - a reference thereto.
«1
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town with’ . The House, In answer to this message, having voted
that it was more safe and expedient to remove the Court to Mr.
Thompson’s tavern at the upper end of Cambridge’, the Council,
accordingly, by direction of the G-ovemor, adj urr.ed the Court
’to meet at the Swan Tavern’ on the Tuesday following."
On October 24, 1728, Governor Burnet ordered "that this
Great and General Court or Assembly should be Adjourned to the
Court House in Salem in the County of Essex unto Thursday the
Thirty-First Day of this Instant October at Ten of the Clock
2
in the Forenoon." The reason for this move as expressed in
the Governor’s message to the General Court a few. days later,
was that he feared public opinion in Boston was influencing
3
the Assembly too strongly to resist royal instructions.
Th® House resented the Governor’s action and speech, and de-
4
manded a return to Boston, but Burnet was determined. The
following year, "the governor having held several sessions stt
Salem without any success he adjourned the court, to meet
5
the 21st of August at Cambridge. This widened the breach,
and the house grew warmed in their vote<4 and messages, and
complained that they were to be compelled to measure against
their judgement, by being harassed and drove from one part
6
of the province to another." The fourth and last session
7
of the year was held at Boston. When the new Assembly had
>
'
“
been electee, "on account of tne small-pox which prevailed
1 Act's & Resolves , 1 17 234, note.
2 Journal / VIII, 361 .
3 Ibid ". , 362 .
4 Ibid
. , VIII, 363 ff.
5 Ibid., IX, 56, gives the date as August 27, 1729,- Hutch-
inson is evidently in error here.
6 Hutchinson, II, 364 .
7 Ibid . , II, 367 ; journal , IX, 116.

in Boston, the first session, beginning May 27, was held at
Cambridge ’in the College Hall’, ‘and after sitting four days
was adjourned by the Lieutenant-Governor to the 30th of June,
at the same place. Here the Court sat for four days and was
prorogued to Julr 29, and so on, by proclamation, from time
to time, until September 9, when it again assembled at Cam-
bridge upon the proclamation of Belcher who had arrived with
his commission as Governor. This (third) session was ad-
journed, October 3, to the East Meeting-House in Roxbury,
where it continued from the 7th to the 22nd of that month,
and on the 23rd in the George Tavern on Boston Heck, and re-
mained there until October 28th, when it was again adjourned
to December l6th at the Court House in Boston...” It 7/as
1
dissolved January 2, 1730-31.
Salisbury was the place of meeting of the General Coudrt
2
for a time in 1737. In 1751-2, due to the prevalence of an
epidemic of small-pox at Boston, the fourth session of the
3
year v/as convened at Harvard College in Cambridge. The fol-
lowing year the General Court met for its first session at
Concord; the second session v/as commenced at Harvard College
but v/as adjourned to the Court House in Boston; while the
4
third session was held at the Town House in Boston.
1 Acts & Resolves! TT, 573- 4 ; note Journal , IX passim7~
2 Hutchinson, II, 390.
3 Acts & Resolves , III, 605.
4 Ibid
. , III, 662.
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"In June, 1769, the General Court having refused to go
on with the business of legislation, in view of the military
occupation, and under the guns of the Main Guard which were
planted opposite the doors of the Court Ho$ise...the Governor
took them at their word and adjourned the Court to meet the
next day — June l6th, at Cambridge.” All sessions were held
at Cambridge until the return to Boston in January, 1773.
After nearly four years of absence, the General Court
2
was again convened at Boston in the Town House. There it
continued to sit during the remainder of the provincial period,
and for many years thereafter.
Time and Number of Sessions
The Charter of 1691 provided that a General Court or
Assembly should be elected each year and convened annually by
1 G. H. Moore, 26-27; The situation of the Court~at Cambridge
may be discerned from the following entry in the Journal un-
der the date of March 15, 1770: "Harvard College, Cambridge...
"It was moved that a committee be appointed to wait on
his Honor the Lieutenant-Governor in the Philosophy, and ac-
quaint him, that the Members of the House were introduced in-
to the Chapel and that a Quorum of the House are there..."
Journal
, 1769-70, p.89.
2 In the meantime the Court House had fallen into disrepair.
January 9, 1773 a" committee was appointed to inspect the state
of this Building and report what repairs are necessary." On
February 2, "The committee appointed to inspect the state of
the Court House, reported.
"And thereupon it was 1 Ordered
,
that the Speaker, Mr. Han-
cock, and Mr. Adams , with such as the honorable Board shall
join, be a committee to see to the necessary repairs of the
Court House, and to agree with a Painter to paint the Rooms
in which the Council and House of Representatives sit in the
General Assembly.'
"The Legislature sat until March 6, 1773— so that the re-
pairs were probably made between that date and May, when the
new Court assembled.
"June 29th, 1773. Upon a Motion, Ordered
,
That the com-
mittee appointed to see to the ne ce ssary '.repairs of the Static
House, provide cushions for the several seats in this room."
G.H. Moore, 27-28.
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the Governor on the last Wednesday of May. This provision fihus
specified the date of the opening of each successive political
year, and insured at least one session of the Court every
twelve months. The Governor, moreover, was empowered by the
Charter to call such extra meetings of the Assembly as he
1
deemed necessary; and the number of such meetings was depen-
dent upon the number of prorogations of the House by the Gov-
ernor.
The number of sessions held yearly throughout the
period before the Revolution varied considerably from time to
time, as demand for legislation was more or less urgent. In
time of war, a large number of sessions were ordinarily called,
but on the other hand the length of each session might be so
long that few could be held in a year. In 1709-10 and the
two following years, six sessions were convened each year;
in 1729-30 and 1730-31, there were four each year; and in
1755-56 and in 1756-57 eight sessions were held annuilly.
Usually, however, only two or three sessions took place; and
2
in 1768 there was only one.
Dissolution of the existing Assembly by the Governor
before the end of the political year for any cause, v;as an-
other factor which might alter the number of sessions in any
given year. In such cases when the Governor saw fit to call
a new Assembly, new elections became necessary, and special
election writs were issued from the office of the secretary
of the province at the order of the Governor, thirty days pre-
vious to the date for the Assembly’ s meeting. Only eight
1 See above p.6.
2 Acts & Resolves , passim .
-.
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times during the royal period, however, was it found imper-
ative to issue such general election writs for the choice of
1
a second Assembly within a year.
Except upon extraordinary occasions the House met
daily except Sunday. It was customary, moreover, for them
to adjourn before their midday dinner on Saturday until Mon-
day afternoon. Saturday afternoon and Monday morning sessions
were not, however, infrequent. The regular hours of meeting
were nine o’ clock in the morning, and three o' clock in the
afternoon in the summer time; ten o’ clock and three o' clock
in the winter. Adjournment of the morning sessions for the
dinner hour, usually at one o' clock, must have been an auto-
matic affair, for there is rarely any record of such adjourn-
ment in the account of the proceedings. An afternoon or
morning meeting, or even a whole day, might be omitted if
2
the pressure of legislative business were not too great.
Or daily sessions might be entirely wasted without any leg-
3
islation being acted upon, as in 1728-29.
Elections
The Charter of 1691, in the provision that the General
Court that was to be held annually should consist of Gover-
nor, Council, and "such freeholders or other inhabitants as
shall be elected " by the towns, implied the holding of an
1 The dates on which such writs were issued: November 8, I <59 3;
March 1C, 1702-3; December 15, 1714; July 13, 1720; August 23,
1721; November 22, 1727; February 10, 1730-31; July 8
,
174-1.
Acts & Resolves , I, preface. By the third and seventh of these
extraordinary Assemblies, no acts were passed. It is interest-
ing to note that there were no second elections at all during
the period of controversy between the Governor and House after
1730. For procedure in these elections, see below p. 22-26.
2 journal
,
passim. On adjournment, see below p.
3 Ibid . , VIII, 362 ff
.
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annual election of representatives. The towns were to elect
in their town-meetings two delegates to the Assembly, who
should be men possessed of freeholdings of land yielding an
income of 40 shillings per annum, or of estates valued at 40
pounds Stirling.
On November 30, 1692 the House passed a bill entitled
"An Act for Ascertaining the Numbe r and Regulating th n House
of Representative s . 11 This piece of legislation specified
more definitely the procedure which should be followed in the
election of the members of the Court. Section II of this
law provided "That when and so often as his excellency the
governour shall see cause to convene and hold a great and gen-
eral court or assembly, writs shall issue out from the sec-
retary' s office, under the seal of the province, and signed
by the governour, thirty days at least before the time ap-
pointed for such assembly's meeting, directly unto the sher-
iffs of the several counties. And where there is no sheriff
in any county or place, there to be directed to the marshall,
commanding each one of them respectively to send his precepts
to the selectmen of the several and respective towns within
such county, to assemble and call together the freeholders
1
and other inhabitants qualified as aforesaid, to choose and
elect one or more freeholders, as the number in each town is
2
more or less, as above, to serve for and represent them in
1 With property qualifications as stated in the charter, viz :
Freeholders of land yielding 4-0 shillings per annum : or estates
worth 40 pounds Stirling. (The act of 1692-3 concerning prop-
erty qualifications was disallowed by the Privy Council because
the 40 pounds clause disagreed with the English copy of the
Charter which read 50 pounds. Acts & Resolves , I 363 , note.)
2 Acts & Resolves, I, 89 .
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such great and general court or assembly; the major part of
the selectmen In each town respectively to be present at the
meeting, and to give directions for the regular and orderly
carrying on of the same; who are to return the said precept,
with the names of such as shall be chosen by the major part
of the electors present at such meeting, under their hands
unto the respective sheriffs or marshalls, by them to be re-
turned into the secretary* s office, one day at least, before
1
the time prefixed for the said court or assembly’s sitting.
Cases of complaints of irregularity in elections were com-
2
monly brought before the House for decision.
Section I of the same act apportioned repre sensation
among the towns in the following manner: Each town of forty
or more freeholders and other inhabitants should send one del-
egate; towns of one hundred twenty-five or more freeholders
and other inhabitants, two delegates; those towns of from
thirty to forty such persons might send one delegate each if
they desired and were willing to bear the expenses; while the
towns of less than thirty freeholders and others were allowed
either to send one delegate or to join with a neighboring
town in supporting a representative. No town, however, was
granted more than two delegates, except Boston, which was to
3
have four members in the House.
Determination of the qualifications of voters and rep-
resentatives was a matter usually left in the hands of the As-
sembly, but "nearly everyone agreed that the right to vote or
1 Act 3 & Resolves / ~I, 89.
2 See below, p.
3 Act s £ Resolves , I, 88.
'.
.
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to sit in the assembly ought to be limited to freeholders
—
those who had a tangible stake in the community."
3y an act of I69&, the Representatives declared themselves
to be the sole Judges of the qualifications of their own mem-
bers, and that they might "from time to time settle, order
and purge their house, and make such necessary orders for the
2
due regulation as they shall see occasion." As a corollary
to this view of the situation, Governor Phips, for political
reasons, urged the House in 1693 to pass "an act requiring
representatives to be residents and freeholders in the towns
3
from which they were elected." It did so by a small majority.
Thereafter, the Assembly was free to regulate the qual-
ifications for voters and its members as it wished, until in
1767 royal instructions forbade acts by the Assembly fixing
A
qualifications for voters or elective officers. It is ques-
tionable, however, whether the instruction bore much weight
in the face of such long established usage.
5
In addition to extraordinary elections for the
choice of second assemblies within the year, special elections
were frequently found necessary in order to fill vacancies
appearing in the Assembly. Such vacancies might arise
through failure of a town to elect its representation at the
time of the general election; through resignation of a repre-
sentative-elect; through the death or dismissal of a member
of the House; or through the election of councillors from the
1 Labaree, Royal~ Government in America
,
lS8.
~
2 Acts & Resolves , I , 89".
3 Osgood, I, 317.
4 See Labaree, p.189.
5 See above, p.22
I-
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ranks of the Assembly. In all such cases, the writs employed
in general elections were not used; but instead, precepts
were sent directly from the House, presumably under the sign
1
and seal of the Speaker, to the local marshal or selectmen
of the towns involved, ordering the election of a new delegate
2
to fill the vacancy.
Although the House was generally conceded to be the
sole judge of the elections and qualifications of its mem-
-7
bers, a unique case arose in 1694, when Governor Phips ob-
jected to the admission of six elected members of the House,
4
and declared by writs their seats vacant.
Whenever a town disregarded the writs and precepts of
general elections, or the special precepts issuing from the
House, it became liable to a fine imposed at the discretion
5
of the House. The fact that in the early part of the period,
such fines were collected from the county sheriffs or marshals,
ofc to?/n officers, tended to fill rather quickly all vacant
6
seats which appeared in the Court. Later on strict obser-
vance of the precepts must have lessened for in May, 1762,
fifteen towns were fined for failure to send representatives;
7
in June, 1763
,
eight towns; and in June, 1765, twenty-two.
1 May 29, 1724, the House "Ordered , That a Precept be issued
out under the hand and seal of Mr. Speaker
,
directed to the
Select-Men of the town of Boston, to assemble that town in or-
der to choose a Representative for them in the Room of the Hon-
ourable John Clark Esq ., who has lately been elected a Coun-
cillor of this Province, and that the said Select-Men make re-
turn thereof to this House at or before Monday the Eighth Day
of June next." Journal
, VI, 7-8.
2 For instance, one finds the followinf typical entry in the
Journal ; "Ordered^ That a Precept be sent to the Town of Roches-
ter, to elect and send a Representative to Attend His Majesty'
s
Service in this House, on the 10th Currant and so de die in diem
during sessions thereof, in the room of the said Mr. Randall,
'
r_
who had been expelled from the House, journal
, I, 10.
3 Acts & Resolves , I, 89-90.
4 Osgood", I 318. " 5 nets & Resolves , I, 146-148.
( cont.)
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From time to time difficulty was met in discovering
qualified freeholders who were willing to "attend his Majesty’
s
Service" in the General Court, This was especially true in
the early period, probably before the "legal-minded" man was
such a prevailing type in the colony as he was later. In 1696
six men refused to serve ae Representatives for the town of
1
Swanzey before a willing delegate could be found; while in
Marshfield the same year four men refused the honor of repre-
2
senting their t own in the Assembly. This difficulty might
possibly be overcome by requiring an elected Representative
to attend the Court, despite apparent reluctance to accept the
3
po sition.
The size of the Assembly increased gradually through-
out the period as the population, the number of towns, and
the proportion of qualified voters grew within the province.
In 1692-3, the Assembly contained 154 members, by reason of
the charter provision that each town ‘Should elect two repre-
sentatives to the popular body of the General Court. In Nov-
ember, 1692, however, the act regulating the apportionment
4
of representation was passed, and the new Assembly elected
in May, 1693, was made up of only seventy-two delegates.
Z A different method of collection was used in later years.
The fe, 20 fine upon each of several towns was added to that
town's proportion of the province tax for the year. Journal , XI , 29.
7 Ibid . , 1762-3, p. 12; 1763-4, p.4l; 1765-6, p.l6-17.
1 Acts & Resolves , VII, 104, note.
2 Ibid . , I, 105, note.
3 11 Mr. Nathaniel Saul return'd Representative of the Town of
Dartmouth, not appearing,
*
^,
rug
.
r.^d, That Mr. Speaker issue his Warrant, requiring him
forthwith to attend His Majestie
1
s Service in thi House.""
Journal
, II, 3.
5 See above, p.24; also Acts £ Re solves
, I, 88-90.
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From that year until 1774-, the growth of membership in £he
House was steady, although gradual, until in the latter year,
one hundred forty men sat to represent the various towns of
1
Massachusetts. The increase can be traced quite consistently
in the Journal
,
for hardly a session passes without political
recognition and representation being granted to at least one
2
new town by the House of Representatives. It is interesting
to note that with the passage of years, there was an increas-
ing tendency to reflect the same delegates for several con-
secutive terms.
1 The increase can be shown by listing the average number of
members returned annually by ten-year periods: 1693 to 1700-1,
sixty- seven; 1701-02 to 1710-11, seventy; 1711-12 to 1720-21,
eighty-seven; 1721-22 to 1730-31, ninety-four; 1731-32 to
1740-41, one hundred one; 1741-42 to 1750-51, one hundred six;
1751-2 to 1760-61, one hundred four; 1761-62 to 1770-71, one
hundred twenty; 1771-72 to 1773, one hundred thirty; 1774,
one hundred forty.
Acts & Resolves , 1692 - 1774, passim.
journal, 1715-35; 1756-74, passim.
63 total membership 14 reelected from previous1695-96
67
76
106
-105
1697
1709-10
1735-36
1736
Acts £ Resolves , VII, 44,
172; XII,~4-5, 124-125, 258-259.
Journal
, 1715-36 passim.
7 ^y > 105,
17
37
55
71
148;
year.
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n
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IX, 4-5, 54-55, 118,
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In considering the matter of regularity of attendance
in the House of Representatives during the provincial period,
a serious handicap is met in the fact that no record of at-
tendance for the early years is available. If the roll-call
was ever made at any session, no information concerning it was
engrossed on the pages of the Journal . In the later period,
however, the approximate number of delegates present at cer-
tain sessions may be ascertained by noting the number of votes
cast as recorded by the clerk. On the average, about three
fourths of the total membership of the House was a fair at-
1
tendance, at that time.
The problem of non-attendance at meetings of the House
was apparently a continuous one. The very fact that forty
2
members constituted a quorum by an act of 1692, is signifi-
cant as showing that full attendance of all the delegates was
hardly to be expected at any given time. Another section of
the same act required constant attendance while the House
wa3 in session. Afine of five shillings oer diem wr s imposed
for absence of s delegate without excuse by the members then
assembled. No member was Allowed to depart or absent himself
from the House until that body was adjourned or prorogued,
without the consent of the speaker and the members, on the
pain of losing his pay. The act was made more severe by in-
1 This statement is based on the figures of nine occasions
chosen at random;
October 12, 1753 1C5 total 72 pre sent Joum. ,1758-S,p.96
^.February 1, 1764 116 ii 77 it T1 1763-4, p.2 5^
J4.
M 1, it 116 ii T*?i ^ H If " p.2 6j
February 1, 1765 115 it 81 H it 1764-5, p. 2a
January 23, 1766 116 n 86 ii li 1765-6, p. 21^
De cember 5, 1766 124 ii 88 ii tl 1766-f ,p.2CS
February 19, 1767 124 ii 106 ii II 1766-7, p.3d
February- 10, 1768 122 ii 83 ii it 1767-8
,
p. IS
June 1, 1768 126 ii 113 it II 1768
,
p
. 23
Acts & Resolves
.
I, 39, 90. •
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clusion of a clause enabling the truant's property to^be at-
tached, if he neglected to pay his fines as required. In
November, 1693, another act was pas ed inflicting a forfeiture
of forty shillings by a representative for not attending the
2
opening day of a new Assembly. The collection of such fines
was usually farmed out to some one member of the House during
the first half of the period at least. Occasionally, however,
at a later time the House concerned itself with the matter (if
poor attendance. This action by the House was quite unusual,
4
but occurred numerous times thereafter. Upon several occa-
sions’ in the early period, the House found it necessary to re-
quire certain members to attend the Court.
This type of action on the part of the Court became
6
more frequent in the later provincial period, for the dele-
gates seemed to become more and more cariless about their at-
tendance. The growing practice at that ttime was to attend the
Court when legislation which interested the delegates in ques-
tion was in debate or in process of enactment. At other times,
they were wont to leave the Chamber. At least twice the House
endeavored to check this tendency by voting that no member
7
should depart without express permission to go. On June 21,
177C, it was voted to call the roll of members twice a day
1 Acts & Resolves , I, 89, 90.
2 Ibid., I, 147 3 Journal, XII, xv, 186.
4 Journal , V, 215, 320; On April 18, 1735, four members were
fined for absence h2 at the rate of 5 shillings a day. Journa l,
XII, 203. Also Ibid . , XI, 40S-410.
§ December 3, 1719, the House "Ordered , That Mr. Speaker Issue
his Y/arrants to (five members) That they forthwith at-
tend His Majesty’s Servic in this House." Journal
, II, 211;
3( e also above p.27, note 3.
6 journal
, 1763-64
,
p. 209 ; 1768-69 , p.70-72.
7 Ibid . , 1764-65, p.283; 1771, p.208.
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1
during the rest of the session; and at a later date that
same year, it was deemed, advisable to send an express to the
2
absent members requiring their attendance. Nevertheless,
not even these measures were successful in enforcing perfect
attendance at anjf time. This excessive truancy seldom proved
a real obstacle to the passage of legislation, however, since
the business quorum remained at its early low figure.
At least two important reasons for such chronic lack
of attendance seem to offer themselves: the difficulty of
rapid transportation and communication, and the imperative
demands of the members' family affairs and private businesses.
As a rule, attendance was at its best in the late spring and
early summer, whereas harvesting in the autumn often neces-
sitated temporary absence from the Court, and. the uncertainty
of New England winter weather followed by the dangerous spring
freshets, unquestionably deterred many Representatives from
attending the Court properly and constantly.
The delegates to the General Court received remuneration
from the towns which they represented, for their services
rendered as members of the Assembly in the town’s interests.
By an act of November, 1692
,
each town was required to pay
its representatives three shillings per diem for the time
spent in attendance at the Court, and the days used in travel-
ling to and from the sessions. These wages were due the
1 Ibid ., 1770-71, P.43.
'
2 Ibid .
, 1770-71, p.82.
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members of the House within one month after the end of each
1
session. Various statutes were passed thereafter regulat-
ing the amount of money that the towns should pay their rep-
resentatives - - the amounts varying from two to six shillings
2
a day. This allowance served to meet the living expenses
of these men while they were acting as legislators, but had
to be eked out to a considerable extent by private enterprises
or agriculture. The fact that the towns paid these salaries
and not the province indicates the local individualism which
characterized Massachusetts a£ that time; and it enabled the
local communities to exercise more absolute control over tfineir-
representatives, than they otherwise could have hoped to do.
Organization for Business
On the last Wednesday of May, each year, the newly-
elected representatives would take their places in the Cham-
ber of the House of Representatives, at the usual hour. Be-
fore legislative business could be attended to, the House
3
must organize itself. This organization generally followed
about the same order and form. The first step of the proce-
dure was the taking of oaths by the delegates, as required
in the Charter of 1691. That document provided that the c&ths
might be taken and subscribed by the representatives M be-
fore the Govemour and the Lieutenant-Governour or any two
1 Acts & Resolves, I, 89-90.
2 Ibid., 1, 740; II, 406, 501-92, 620-21, 855-56,
937-3B7 1074; III, 23, 206,24;, 296, 370.
3 It is uncertain who presided at the opening of the session;
possibly the Speaker of the preceding House, or the Clerk there-
of. The Journal offers no information on this point.
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Councellors aopointed by the Govemour." As a matter of fact,
1
three councillors were usually authorized by the governor or
lieutenant-governor to perform the administration of oaths.
The following excerpt under the date of May 27, 1724, the open-
ing day of the session, is illustrative of the program followed;
"The Honourable John Cushing, Samuel Thaxte r, and Spencer Phipps ,
Esqrs; came down from the Council Board and acquainted the
2
House, that they were appointed and empowered by Dedimus from
3
His Honour the Lieutenant-Govemour to administer the Oaths
to the Members of the House respectively, and that they were
accordingly directed to Take and subscribe the Declaration,
Take and Subscribe the Oath of Abjuration (as by the ROYAL
Charter of this Province is directed) before them; which was
4
done by all the Members Present, and then they withdrew."
Those delegates who were delayed in their arrival were not
allowed to assume their saets in the House, until they had
repaired to the Council Chamber and taken and subscribed the
5
oaths before the designated men.
The House was now ready to go on with its task of org-
6
anizatiora. Ordinarily, the next development was that, "The
House proceeded to examine the Returns on Precepts for the
choice of Representatives, and consider the Excuses of the
1 For example; Journal, I, 1; VI, 3; etc.
2 A writ, giving authority.
3 Dummer; Gov. shute had returned to England, Dec., 1722.
Osgood, III, 173.
4 journal
, VI, 3.
5 Ibid . , I, 68; XI, 72; 1758-59, p. 29-30; etc.
6 The procedure sometimes varied; the choice of Speaker and
Clerk, and evnn the election of Councillors might precede
the examination of the precepts, viz ; Journal , I, 3.
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several Towns that had not sent their Representatives accord-
1
ing to Law." These precepts, certificates of election, were
2
in the office of the secretary of the Province, from whence
they were obtained by an order of the House, being brought in
and -olaced on the Clerk’ s table by the member deputed or by
3
the Secretary hirascklf. There followed the reading of the
precepts, presumably by the Clerk, and the names of the dele-
gates elected from the respective towns were inscribed by
that official on the Journal . The House considered these
certificates, and in eases of evidence showing illegality in
an election, exercised the power of deciding on the matter;
for by an act of 1692 the House declared itself the sole
4
judge of the .elections and qualifications of its members.
And the Assembly did n<bt hesitate to assert its authority in
5
this respect.
After the examination of the election precepts, the
House proceeded to the choice of a Speaker. The election of
thi<4 officer was evidently conducted by means of written bal-
lots, as may be perceived from the following entry in the Jour-
nal, dated May 25, 1715: "The House proceeded to write their
1 Journal , VI ,~~6T
'
2 See above p.24.
3 Journal , IX, 207.
4 Acts & Resolves, I, 89, and above pp. 24-26.
5 "Upon the” reading upon the Precept to the Town of Framing-
ham,
"It being Remark'd and Objected, That the said Return is
signed but by three Select-Men( t<here being five in the Town),
one of which three is Colonel Buckminster, the Person returned,
and Debate arising thereon.
" Re solved. That the said Return be accepted notwithstanding,
though the said Buckminster is one of the Select-Men, the other
two Select-Men not being present at the meeting when the choice
was made," journal
, II, 3.
See also Ibid
. , II, 5, 9; V, 3, 6, 27; VI, 19; VIII, 14;
Acts and Re solves
,
VII, 104, note.
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Votes for a Speaker which being Collected, and Examined, it
was found that John Burrill, Esq; was chosen by a major part
i
of the House, and he was accordingly conducted to the Chair.'*
In accordance no doubt with the recognized right of the
Governor to place his absolute negative upon all elections,
by authority of the Charter of 1691, it became the custom for
the Speaker of a nww Assembly to be presented to the (Governor
for his approval. This precedent was established in the royal
period when on June 8, 1692, "Several of the principal mem-
bers of the House of Representatives waited upon his Excel-
lency, acquainting him that they had made choice of Mr. William
Bond to be Speaker of their House, whom they now came to
present before his Excellency; and the Speaker in behalf of
the House, prayed his Excellency that there might be allowed
unto them the accustomed priviledges of an English assembly,
which they Expected as their due; ....All which his Excellency
2
readily consented to be granted them. William Phips ."
This personal presentation of the Speaker was subject
to several changes during the period. These changes were the
cause of considerable controversy between the House and the
Governor, and led in part to the issuance of the Explanatory
3
Charter of 1725. The first alteration in procedure to be
4
noted was in 1715, when there was "a message sent up to the
1 Journal
, I, 1. The Journal unfortunately records no
evidence of who served as tellers, or who conducted the Speaker
to his place.
2 Acts & Resolve s, I, 90, note; Council Records, VI, 218.
3 See above p. 6; and below p.
4 This change may we11 have occurred earlier, but there is no
evidence of it in the absence of the Journal for the period
before 17.15.
<i.
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Board by ...(a committee of two members) to report to His
1
Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, the choice the House had
made of a Speaker.
"A Message from His Honour the Lieutenant-Governour by..
..(two men) That the Choice the House have made of a Speaker,
2
is very acceptable to him." These messages were conveyed in-
formally and orally so far as can be ascertained.
In 1721 the variation in informing the Governor of the
choice of Speaker, shows even more plainly the growth of dis-
respect for the royal prerogative in the person of the Gover-
nor. The House, having chosen their Speaker, did not send to
ask the approval of the Governor, but instead sent a message
"to acquaint his Excellency the Govemour and the Honourable
Board; That John Cla rke Esqr; is chosen Speaker of the Houses
3
and is now sitting in the Chair." The temper of the Assembly
is clearly indicated in the fact that their Speaker- elect,
John Clarke, had been negatived as councillor by Governor
Shute the previous year. "in order to prevent the governor
negativing their choice of Speaker, the House notified Shute
4
and the Council jointly of this act." The Governor summoned
the House to the Council; chamber, but before they had come,
he changed his mind and sent a message informing them that he
accepted the chosen Speaker. "This was giving a construction
to their message which they did not intend, and it was giving
his consent before it was asked, but it was to be preferred to
1 Dummer; the governor having returned to England.
2 Journal
, I, 78.
3 Ibid . , III, 4.
4 Osgood, III, l6l ff.
i
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1
a dissolution
,
0 for no councillors had yet been chosen for
the year. The Assembly was dissolved on July 20, however,
2
for various reasons, and writs were issued for a new election.
The new House was convened August 23, 1721, and again
chose John Clarke as Speaker. Having informed the Governor
and Council that their Speaker was chosen and in the chair,
the House received a written repjy sent by Governor Shut©
through his Secretary: °I accept the choice of John Clarke Esqr;
as Speaker of the House of Representatives.
August 23d, 1721 SAMUEL SHUTE."
The Assembly thereupon tetumed a message, "That this
House, when they sent up to Acquaint his Excellency, and the
Honourable Board, with the choice of a Speaker, they did it
3
for information only, and not Approbation."
Two days later the Governor sent to the House an ex-
tract of a letter from the Board of Trade in England, which
expressed the opinion of Sir Robert Raymond, the Attorney
General, that the Charter of 1691 gave the Governor power of
exercising his veto on the choice of the Soeaker of the
4
House. The Assembly accepted the information, but vouch-
safed no reply. The new Assembly in May, 1722, however, mere-
ly informed the Governor of their choice of Speaker, receiving
5
and apparently expecting no reply from Shute. Ho further
change in procedure occurred until the Explanatory Charter of
1 Hutchinson, II, 250.
2. Osgood, HI, 163 : see below p.
3 Journal . II I f 86 , 87.
4 Ibid
. ,
90-92.
5 Ibid. , IV, 2.
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1725 arrived in the colony. This charter expressly stated
that the choice of a Speaker in the House must be approved
1
or vetoed by the G-overnor in writing.
The issuance odT this explanatory charter wa» a triumph
for the royal prerogative exercised by the Governor, There-
after, the House became accustomed to obtain the written ap-
proval of their Speaker-elect, which was usually gi^en '’pur-
suant to the Direction of the Explanatory Charter.” More-
over a committee was usually appointed to present the Speaker
3
to the Governor.
Ordinarily, henceforth, the Governor’ s written ap-
proval of the Speaker was mere formal sanction. The new char-
ter had accomplished its purpose -- to eliminate a source of
controversy by specifying the Governor
1
s power in the choice
4
of the Speaker. But when he did vet(i a choice of the House,
5
it was found necessary to elect a new Speaker. In the early
period the Governor had twice placed his negative on selections,
by the House, in 1705 and 1720. Upon neither of these ocea-
sions, however, had the House elected new Speakers, but had
6
continued to oppose the Governor’s exercise of the prerogative.
1 Acts <ic He solves r ~T~, 22 ] see above pp.6, 35.
2 Lieutenant-Governor so accepted Speaker, Nov. 22,1727.
Journal
,
VIII, 4-5.
3 Ibid . , 1762-63, p,5. This custom may have grown up earlier
during the period 1736-58 for which the journal is nofavail-
able.
4 The ’’Speaker” is not referred to in the Charter of 1691,
feut was anparentlv of local origin.
5 Journal , 1762-03, p.5.
6 "The Governor had continued to strike out Oakes whenever he
was elected to the Council; hence in 1705 the House cho se him
for its Speaker. The governor vetoed this choice, but the House
refused to elect anyone else or to make any compromise....”
E. Kimball, Public Life of Joseph Dudley
,
p.92-93.
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In the former case, Governor Dudley considered it expedient
1
to yield to the importunities of the Assembly; but in the
latter instance when the House insisted upon maintaining its
2
choice of Speaker
,
Governor Shute retaliated by dissolving
3
the Court. After 1725, the possibility of disagreements bet-
ween the Governor and House in this matter, was obviated by
specific provision in the explanatory charter.
In May, 1762, there occurred a unique instance of re-
fusal of the honor and prestige in the Speakership, by James
Otis, who upon being elected, begged the House to excuse him.
His reasons must have been acceptable, for Timothy Haggles
4
was chosen in his stead.
Upon occasions when the Speaker was not present in tbs
House, that body chose a member to occupy the chair pro treifl-
po ge . Choice was usually made in the following manner, viz ;
"Mr. Speaker Burrill being absent;
Ordered, That Colonel Hutchinson be desired to officiate
5
as Speaker until the return of Mr. Speaker Burrill."
1 Ibid . , p . 9 3 • The Journal te11 s that "Govemour Dudley did
in his Government disallow of a Speaker chosen by the House,
and that his Proceedings therein were approved by the Commis-
sioners of Trade and Plantations, and that he was thereupon
directed from the said Lords Commissioners, to acquaint the
Council, that it would not be fit, that her Majesty’ s Right
of having a negative upon the Choice of a Speaker be given up,
and which was reserved to her Majesty, as well as by the Char-
ter, as the Constitution of England . " jourhal, II, 229.
2 "The Question being put, whether the House upon the Reasons
assigned by His Excellency will proceed to the Choice of a new
Speaker ? It passed in the Negative, Nemine Contradi cente . w
Journal
, II, 233.
3 Ibid. , II, 233.
4 Ibid
. ,
1762-63. p.5.
5 Ibid . , II, 25.
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Election of this officer was never by written ballots,
1
but by an oral vote or 'resolution. In the early period it
does not seem to have been customary to seek the Governor'
s
approval of such temporary officer; but in the later period
after 1753, the sanction of a Speaker pro t empore was psualjy
sought. However, if the Governor refused to consent to the
choice of the House, they were forced to choose another mem-
ber to officiate for the time being.
Experience evidently was considered a requisite for a
successful Speaker of the House of Representatives, as the
years passed. Before 1711, no Speaker held the office for
more than three years; but thereafter the^ we re a number of
2
•long Speakerships. The office became a desirable one, and
"the Speaker had a position of honor and respect within the
Assembly He controlled the business of the House and saw
that it was conducted with order and propriety. He issued wilts
to... bring persons before the House for examination of re-
proof, and served as the mouthpiece of the House in communi-
3
eating with the governor or council or the outside world."
The election of a Speaker in the House of Representa-
tives having been completed, and the Governor's approval in-
dicated, the Assembly next continued the process of organ! za-
1 Ibid ., II, 25; 1764-65, p. 210-211. Ho record of written
ballots for this purpose
,
in the Journal
,
passim .
2 Long Speakerships :
-
John Burrill ilay,1711 to April, 1720
Jill iara Dudley " 1724 " " 1729
John Quincy " 1729 " " 1741 (longest term)
Thomas Cushing
.
" 1742 " " 1746
Thomas Hubbard " 1750 " " 1759
Acts A Resolves, passim.
Cambridge History of British Empire
, I, 471.3
(c
The Jo ur-tion by casting ballots for a Clerk of the House.
nal for May 25, 1715, relates: "The House Proceeded to write
their Votes for a Clerk, which being collected and Examined,
it annear’d that Mr. John V/hite was chosen by a major part cf
1
the House, who was accordingly sent for to the House.” This
procedure seems to have been customary throughout the period,
except that the Clerk-elect ordinarily took oath to fulfill
his duties to the best of his ability. The wording of this
oath varied from time to time; and the oath might be administered
2
by any member of the House, including the Speaker. Although
this induction ceremony usually occurred in the presence of
the House, it is not always entered in the Journal .
The regular duties of the Cle-rk involved keeping the
Journal of the House; receiving bills at the table; reading
bills, reports of committee s, and anything of whatever nature
that the House wished read; and serving as guardian of the
4
books, records, and papers of the House. • Extra duties were
sometimes imposed upon him, especially that of ; reparing the
5
Journal and other papers for the printers. He ws s also em-
powered to issue writs an' warrants bearing his seal and sig-
1 Journal^ i", 1 . The Clerk 'was not necessarily : nember~cf
the- House. White was not elected a delegate. Vo record of
tin Clerk’ s taking oath occurred at this time, although he
doubtless did so.
2 May 29, 1729; " John .alnwright Esq; was chosen by •. major
part of the Votes, and an Oath was administered to him by
Daniel Tpes#Esq; in the words following, Viz:
^‘Whereas you John Walnwright are chosen Clerk of this House,
you do swear, That you will truly Enter All the Votes end
Orders thereof, and in all Things relating to your Office you
will act faithfully and impartially. 30 help you GOD."
Journal
, Ik, 4. gee also Ibid . , II, 255.
5 Journal. I, 1.
4 Ibid., I, 166 ; v, 509; VI, 209.
5 Acts a Resolves , X, 64, 410, 755.
# Member from Salem; probably a Justice of
the Peace.
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1
nature,— documents which were served as official summonses
from the House.
When the Speaker was absent from the Assembly and no
substitute was chosen, the business of the Court seemed to pro-
ceed much as usual, probably with the Clerk in the Chair.
Pills and -oetitions were read, motions made, questions put,
2
and the reports of committees heard.. The Clerk had the pow-
er of declaring the Court adjourned in the absence of the
Speaker, upon a vote of the House.
The salary of the Clerk ?;as about thirty pounds a year,
4
with an extra allowance for extraordinary services. These
wan-es were later increased, and the extras assumed quite res-
5
pectable proportions. Grants were also made to the Clerk
from time to time for furnishing stationery and for sending
6
expresses by order of the House.
After the election of the Clerk of the House of Repre-
sentatives, the next step in the organization of the Assembly
was the decision on the Orders of the House for the coming
year. The orders of the preceding year were usually adopted,
viz: "The usual Orders of the House Read, and
"Ordered, To be the Rules and Orders of this House
7
during the Session and Sessions thereof,"
1 " Resolved
,
That, the said Adi jah Dewey be Summoned by Warrant
mder the Hand and Seal of Rhc Clerk of this House, directed
to the Constable of lest field, to appear forthwith before the
House to make Answer to the Complaint in said Information."
Journal
, VI, 20
2 Ibid
. , 1769-70, p.l64Sl66.
3 Ibid., 1769-70, p.95.
4 Acts & Resolves
,
X, 22
,
63
,
64, 117, 127, 200, 273, fete.
3 Ibid. , X, 735 bis.
6 Ibid .
, X, 354, 725, 209.
7 Journal , II, 228.
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Occasionally some minor changes in the Orders were made, but
never was an entirely new body of Orders adopted throughout
1
the provincial period.
Subsequent to the vote accepting the Orders of proce-
dure, the Assembly customarily appointed Monitors of the Hesse
2
to ensure the observance of the Orders. These officials
were presumably chosen by an oral vote, or possibly through
appointment by the Speaker confirmed by a vote of the House.
It is uncertain just what the specific duties of these men
were, but they could not have been arduous, since the Monitoss
were members of the House and sat regularly therein. Perhaps
the Monitors correspond to a committee on rules at the present
time
.
The next matter turned to was the annual election of
Councillors by the House, a part of the procedure of organiza-
"ZJ
tion which was found in none of the royal colonies. "in the
two houses voting separately anumber of candidates from eac&
of the sections of the enlarged province were nominated, and
from these by a second ballot, taken in joint session, the
correct number of councillors were selected. They were eighteen
from the old colony of Massachusetts, four from Plymouth, three
from Maine, and one from the territory between fihgadahoc and
4
Nova Scotia," and two from the province at large. Thus, the
1 Ibid., VI, 4. At the beginning of each session there is a
reference to these Orders, but they are not given in the volume
s
of the Journal which are now available, nor can they be found
in the Massachusetts Archives . It is questionable if they now
exi st.
2 For example: "O rdered
,
That Captain Chapin, Mr. Tucker
,
and
Mr. Stone
,
be Monitors of the House, to take care that the
Orders thereof be duly observed." Journal
, II, 228.
3 Massachusetts was a semi-royal province, not royal. In
the royal colonies, the Councillors were appointees of the Gov-
ernor.
$is28S!°$ft ihe 3ciarl§rSoPJSff?ntati°n was accordinS to £he pro-
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newly chosen House cooperated with the Council of the previous
year in the. election of the new Council.
The actual procedure in the House of Representatives may
best be illustrated by quoting the Journal account thereof:
"A Message sent up to the Hoard by Mr. Remington , Capt. Ham-
mond, and Mr. Porter, That the House are now ready to proceed
to the choice of Councillors.
"Who returned that the Board are ready to join with the
House in the Election.
"Ordered
,
That Major Savage
,
Mr. Lindal , Major Stoddard ,
Mr. Remington
,
and Ca.pt. Wadswo rth
,
be a Committee to carry
up the Votes of the House for Counsellors, and assist in sort-
ing and numbering them together v/ith the Votes of the Board,
and Report to the House the severall Elections that shall be
made
.
"The said Committee carried up the Votes of the House
for Counsellors in the late Colony of Massachusetts Bay , until
that Eighteen were chosen by a major part of the Voters.
"Then for the late colony of New Plymouth
,
and return’d
that Four were chosen as aforesaid.
"Then for the late Province of Main
,
and returned that
Three were chosen as aforesaid.
"Then for the Territory between Sagadahoc and Nova
Scotia, and return’d that One was chosen as aforesaid.
"And lastly for the persons dwelling in any part of the
Province, and return’d that Two were chosen as aforesaid.
"And reported that the Names of the Persons chosen are
..
- *
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1
as follows."
Upon the names of all who were thus elected the gover-
nor had the right of veto. In pursuance of this fact, the
House " Orde red, That John Stoddard , Francis Full am, and Jona-
than Remington , Esqrs, wait upon his Excellency the Governor,
with the afore-written List of the Counsellors or Assistants
newljt chosen for the year Ensuing, for his Sxcellencyfes Appro-
e
bat ion of the Persons thei£n named, to be given in Writing un-
der his Hand."
"Addington Davenport and John Clarke, EsqrS, brought
down the List of Counsellors newly chosen; there being entred
therein as follows, viz .
"The within named Gentlemen were duly Elected (by the
Council and Representatives) of His Majesties Council.
Attest. Josiah Will ard
,
Seer.
And by his Excellency the Govemour,
"I Negative Elisha Cooke , Esqr; the rest I Accept of,
n
SAMUEL SHUTS."
1 Jourhal , II, 2 (May, 17187^
In later years, from 1758 to 1774, the Representative^ be-
came much more particular concerning the method of counting
votes fot? the Councillors. In 1761, "in order that an exact
and perfect Account be taken in numbering and sorting the Votes
the House move, that the committee (to be appointed for that
purpose) sit at a seperate [sic
1
) table from the Board...." The
Council agreed to this motion. Journal
,
1761-62, p.6.
The next year advanced their demands "in order that an exact
and perfect Account be taken in ni^bering and sorting the Votes,
the House move, that the committee (to be appointed for that
Purpose) sit at a seperate table from the Board, and that no
Election shall be declared ’till it has pass’d the Examination
of one of the Tellers of each House at least; provided that if
more than Eighteen have the Major Vote, the highest Eighteen be
the Persons elected." To this the Council also agreed.
Ibid . , 1762-63
,
p.6.
In 1763
,
the Council consented to a provision: "That the
several Votes be sorted and put ihto several Hats before they
are counted." Ibid
. , 1763-64 , p.6. This became the custom for
a few years, and then mention of the procedure of using hats
was dropped from the Journal accounts.
2 Journal
, II, 3 .
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"A Message from his Excellency the Governour by James
Otis
,
Esq; That the two wotthy Members of this House now
elected Counsellors may be sent up tc take their places at the
Council Board.
"The said Two ^[embers, viz. Jonathan Dowse and Joseph
Hammond, Esqrs. were sent up to the Board, accompanied by Capt.
- !
Chambers
,
Mr. Remington
,
Mr. Lindal, and Capt. Bane.”
Whenever any Conncillors-ele ct v/ere already members of
the Assembly, their removal to the Council naturally left vac-
ancies in the lower House. These vacant seats were filled
through the medium of special elections for that purpose in
the various towns which had lost their delegates in the House.
These special elections were warranted by precepts sent from
2
the House under the signature and seal of the Speaker.
Vacancies caused in the Council by reason of the Gover-
nor* c veto on a selection of the Court we re also filled by
special elections, in the House and Council. If vacancies
appeared for any other reason whatsoever, they were to be
filled by special elections at the first sitting of the next
T Ibid .. II, >4.
2 For instance in the above case, it was "Ordered , That Mr.
Speaker issue a Precept to the Town of Chari e stown , and an-
other to the Town of Xittery , that each of them may send a
person to Represent them in this House, in the room of Jona-
than Dowse and Joseph Hammond
, Esqrs; their former Represen-
tatives, now elected of His Majesty’s Council." Journal
, II, 5.
See above p.40.
3 For example: "A Message from the Council by Edmund Q,uincey
and Jonathan Dowse, Esqrs; that there is a Member wanting at
the Board, which they are now ready to Joyn with the House in
Electing.
"
"The House brought in their Votes accordingly, which were
sent up by the Committee that had carried up the Votes for
Counsellors on the day of Election of Counsellors.
"Who returned that Paul Dudley Esq; was chosen by a Major-
ity of Voters." A committee of the House announced the choice
to the Governor who gave his consent thereto in writing.
Journal
, II, 6, 7.
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session of the General Court, in accordance with a term of
the Charter of 1691. That document also rendered Councillors
removable from office by vote of the Assembly. In such an
event, presumably, the vacant seat at the Board would also
be filled by special election.
No compulsion could be imposed upon a man to serve as
a member of the Governor’ s Council contrary to his own wishes.
A refusal of the office was almost a unique thing, but that it
occurred at all shows the possibility of a person's declining.
In June, 1764, Brigadier Ruggles, a member of the House expressed
his disinclination to accept his election to the Board, where-
1
upon a new election was conducted to fill the vacancy.
The Councillors were paid from the public treasury by
virtue of a law passed December 7, 1692. This act provided
for the payment of these officials at the rate of five shillings
er diem
,
including the time they spent in attendance and in
travelling to and from the place of meeting of the General
2
Court.
The Governor usually deemed it advisable to accept the
greater number of the Councillors chosen. Under Governor
Dudley in the early period, "as the veto of the governor had
3
been used in only one instance, the representatives had come
to regard it as their privilege to elect whomsoever they chose
to the council...” The Massachusetts Governor "was, however,
in his relation to the Council in a more difficult position
than any other provincial governor in America. In all the other
1 Journal
,
1764-65, pp. 64-*65, 67-69.
2 Acts & Resolves , I, 100.
3 Governor Phips had vetoed Cooke. Kimball, Dudle:
, p.88, note.
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colonies save Connecticut and Rhode Island the councils were
appointed by the proprietors or the crown, on the nomination
of the governor, .. .Dudley at once recognized the difficulties
of his position and the anomaly of having the councillors de-
pend for their seats upon the will of the House. In one of
his first reports to the Board of Trade, he wrote in discour-
aging language concerning the cooperation of the Council in
Military affairs. P I am morally assured,' he declared, 'be-
fore I enter upon it, that I shall not obtain the Voice of one
Councillor, for the fear of their precarious places depending
upon the peoples voices and so her Majesties affairs here will
unavoidably suffer till the Council here shall value their
Duty more than their Situation or Depend absolutely upon her
Majesties Appointment.' Three months experience in Massachu-
setts but convinced him that this method of choice was undes-
irable, not only because of the Council' s subserviency to the
House, but also because of the character of the councillors
chosen.... It is not strange, therefore, that when Dudley
found himself thwarted by the Council, he should have made use
of his prerogative. This he did in 1703 by refusing to con-
firm five men as being of poor estate or disaffected to the
government. . .
.
"in any case, Dudley was within his legal rights, and
the House was forced to comply. Thus his control over the
Council was partly due to his repeated use of the veto over the
choice of councillors, so that he forced the House to elect a
Council which should, as his instructions required, be 'well
affected to the government. Not that all the councillors were
ol
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his supporters; but Dudley saw to it that none of the open
enemies of the government or any persons implacably hostile
to himself had seats... This liberal use of the right to refuse
to confirm councillors precipitated an open breach with the
1
House .
"
Governor Dudley’s policy in regard to the acceptance
or rejection of Councillors was quite consiitently followed
by his successors throughout the period. Upon some occasions
the Governor of the time approved all the Councillors chosen,
2
at other times he negatived one or tv/o. In several instances
just prior to the Revolution when the ill-feeling between
G-ovemor and Assembly was oarticularly intense, the executive
3
vetoed a large proportion of the Councillors elected.
In cases of refusal by the Governor to accept Council-
lors-elect, the House could exercise discretionary power in
determining whether or not to replace the refused men. True,
they usually filled the vacant seats on the Board by special
4
election; but occasionally they refused to consider the mat-
5
ter further, especially in the later period.
At about this stage of organization, the House ordin-
arily appointed such standing committees as were needed to
6
care for the business of the House.
1 S . K 1mbal 1 , Dudley, p . 3 3 -90
»
2 Journal
,
passim
.
3 May, 1763, six Councillors we^e vetoed; May, 17 69 , eleven
Councillors were refused. Journal, 1768-69
, p.7; and Ibid,,
1769-70
,
p. 10 .
4 See above p.46.
5 For instance, in 1768. Journal , 1763-69, p.10; also iblfl ,,.
IX, 8.
6 see below, p.CSff.

Among the lesser officers of the House was the Door-
keeper whose services the Assembly ordinarily shared with the
1
Governor and Council. This official was customarily referred
to as the "Doorkeeper to His Excellency the Governour, the
Honourable Council and this House", or as the "Doorkeeper to
His Honour the Governour, and this Court." Presumably he was
2
an appointee of the Governor. In addition to serving as
guardian of the entrance to the Court-House and allowing only
qualified persons to enter therein, the Doorkeeper wa ? expected
to send expresses anywhere within the province by order of the
3
House, for the expenses of which he was reimbursed. His
duties -also consisted of keeping the House and Council Cham-
4
bers in order, of caring for the clocks, and providing can-
5
dies for lighting the rooms in winter and in the evenings.
His salary varied from year to year, depending upon the ex-
tent of his duties, but ually from forty to sixty pounds
6
per annum
,
end was paid out of the public treasury of the
province
.
The Chaplain was another regular officer of the House.
His appointment, however, was subject to no regular procedure.
1 When the Court was sitting at Concord in 1754", there was
perhaps need for separate doorkeepers. Journal
,
1764-65,
.
p. 11.
When meeting at Boston geek in 1721, ti o Houses "Ordered ,
That three men be appointed by this Court to stand Guard at
th<=* Door of this House to hinder any Person fr>oro the Town of
Boston, Coming into the House (without License first obtained)
whereby the Small-Pox may be brought among the Members of the
Court...'' Acts cc Re .solves, X, 105.
3 Ibid., X, 112. 2 Ibid., VII, 362.
4 Ibid ., X, 200.
5 Ibid . , X, 727.
6 Ibid., X, 22, 65
, 117, 736.
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Some times the same Ohaplc.in seized both Council end House^
1
having apparently been selected by the Governor. Otherwise
2
the House had their own Chaplain, whom they themselves elected.
Probably the daily sessions opened regualrly with prayers each
“ZJ
morning. Moreover, the Chaplain usually preached the election
sermons, which were afterwards printed for distribution through-
4
out the province. Whether serving one or both Houses, the
Chaplain was customarily granted a salary, to be paid from the
5
public treasury, ranging from five to ten pounds peg annum .
From time to time, the House appointed a Messenger for
6
various purposes, but apparently only when need arose. As
early as June 5, 1694, an act was passed in the Assembly regu-
7
lating the compensation of the Messenger for that House, which
was to be paid from the public treasury. He was to receive 3
shillings per diem while in attendance at the House; 3 shillings
from each person on whom he served a warrant of the House of
Representatives; 3 pence a mile for travelling expenses; 3 shil-
lings per diem for the retention of prisoners arrested by war-
1 Journal , V, 309.
2 Acts & Resolves. X, 565 bis , 735.
3 The Journal gives very little evidence in this matter. One
bit of information for June 8, 1721, is as follows; "Complaint
being made against Phillip Tabor
,
a Member of this House, that
he sat down in the House at the time of Prayer, and being
asked by the Speaker the Reason for it, he said he could not
joyn with them in Prayer when they called God our Father.
Whereupon the House,
"Resolved , That Phillip Tabor , be expelled this House, as
not worthy to continue a Member of it." Journal
, III, 11;
also p.123.
4 Acts ac Resolves , X, 334.
5 Journal , VI, 209; Acte & Resolves , X, 564, 565 , 735,278,
325, 410; XI, 393.
6 journal
,
1763-64, p.200.
<
7 Acts M Resolves , I, 170-171; see also Ibid . , IV, 297, 750.
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rant of the Assembly; and 3 shillings upon e release of such
s prisoner -- unless that person be a member of the Represen-
1
tative body. At least once, however, a Messenger received
2
his commission from the Governor. While in attendance at the
*7
House the Messenger was frequently dispatched on local errands.
At the end of the year the official presented a bill for ser-
vices rendered and received a grant by resolve from the House
4
in payment thereof.
The Secretary and Treasurer of the Province were not,
properly speaking, officers of the Assembly at all. The for-
mer was an appointee of the Governor or even of the King;
5
whereas the latter was a civil officer appointed by the House,
but not attached to it. Occasionally, however, grants of mon-
6
ey were made to the Secretary for extraordinary services, in
addition to his regular salary from the public treasury. The
Treasurer was responsible to the House, and required to report
thereto annually at least, His accounts were heard by the As-
7
sembly, which usually appointed a committee to audit his books.
2 '‘About a week before the dissolution of this Assembly,
Henry Emmes was appointed Messenger to the House of Represen-
office it appears by the following . entry
received a commission from the Governor
tative s, for which
Sewall’s Diary, he
and Council:
"’Friday, February 23, 1693-94. ... This day Henry Ems the
Baker had his name put into a commission to be a Messenger to
the House of Representatives when sitting, and commission de-
li^ red to him in Council Chamber.’" Acts & Resolve s, VII,
30, note.
in
3
4
5
6
7
of
Journal, VI, 18.
Acts & Resolves,
Journal, II, 44.
1 Acts & Resolves , I, 170-171.
X, 71.
Acts
TT
Sc Resolves, X, 63; see also Journal , I, 33.
Treasurer Allen Attended the House with his Accogipts
which were Read, and then he withdrev^.
Mr. Co o& e , Mr. Yfilliam Paine , Capt. Chambers ,
Mr. Samuel Clapp
,
be a committee to Examine
s Accompts, and inspect Vouchers of the
'Mr.
the Treasury,
"Ordered
, That
Mr. Remington
,
and
and Audit the Treasurer
Several Payments.
"4^ gake Report to this House. it Journal , I, 8. Also Ibid
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These records having been approved, the House "allowed" them
1
by resolve. The Treasurer was paid by resolve of the House
from the oublic treasury, for his services, with frequent al-
2
lowances for extraordinary services.
Besides the officers already mentioned, there were
others of quasi- of f icial nature. From 1715 until the Revo-
s
lution, the House, sometimes jointly with the Council, had
a Printer. This printer published the Journal of the House,
including the notes and resolves and elections, under the
4
direction of the members from Boston. At various times he
also prepared stationery for the Representatives, printed
the Province "laws and election sermons for distribution, and
5
performed sundry other jobs of printing. For these services
he presented accounts to the House, who paid him by resolve
6
from the public treasury.
At various times, also, the House employed men to
7
perform unusual tasks of different sorts.
I~Acts & ResolvesT X, 13, 90, 171, 301, 605.
~
2 IBld
, ,X, 21,1537 64, 117, 199, 324, 474, 564, etc.
3 Journal , I, 70, 73; and Preface.
4 "Ordered
,
that the notes of the House be Printed twice a
Week, and that the Representatives of the Town of Boston be
Desired to take care to have it done. And that so many be
Printed that each Representative may have a Copy for his own
Use, and a Copy to deliver to the Clerk of his Town for the
Use of the Town." Journal
, II, 231.
5. Acts & Resolves . X, 179, 130, 334.
6 Journal
, II, 32, 139, 271, 276.
7 Ibid. , I, 122, 167, 220; Acts & Resolves, X, 128, for an
-*
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Governor’ sMesj^^
When the House had completed its organization and
election of Councillors, the Governor delivered a Speech to
the two Houses in joint session. The procedure in 1727 is
typical of that usually followed: "A message from His Honour
by Mr. Secretary, viz. Mr. Sneaker, Hi s Honour, the Lieutenant-
1
Gove rn or dire ct s the Honourabl e House forthwith to attend hlm_
in the Council Chamber .
"Mr. Speaker and the House went up accordingly and His
Honour made a speech to the Court, of which Mr. Speaker obtain-
ed a Copy, and then with the House returned to their own
2
Chamber. 11
An address by the Governor usually was delivered at the
beginning of every session of the Court. These speeches, es-
pecially the one at the May session annually, were rather im-
portant since they generally contained a statement of the con-
dition of affairs in the province, and ofttimes recommendation
of such legislation as the Governor thought imperative. The
course of oolicy and legislation, under the administration,
was thus strongly influenced by these speeches; and the pro-
gram of business for the session was predetermined.
After having heard the Governor’ s speech, the House
returned to its own Chamber. There, sometimes immediately,
but almost always within a few days, they ordered the speech
to be read for further consideration. Several readings were
sometimes found necessary in order that the Representatives
1 . The Governor had returned to England at this time.
2 Journal , IX, 119* On May 29, 1761, the House attended the
Governor at the Province House, where his speech was deli-
vered, because illness prevented the Governor from going
abroad, journal
, 1761-62, p. 11.
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might analyze its contents paragraph by paragraph. There
1
might be open debate in the House, or the message might be
referred for closer examination to a committee appointed for
2
purpose. The latter was particularly true when the House
desired to formulate a. reply to a part of, or to the entire
speech. Such return messages by the House were occasionally
made, especially when the Assembly took exception to suggest-
ions offered by the Governor. Replies were made to the Gover-
3
nor in special joint sessions, or were merely conveyed to him
A-
by a committee of the House appointed for the purpose.
In addition to the speech made at the beginning of a
session, the Governor might deliver a special message dealing
1 "Upon Reading His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor' s Speech
at the opening of the present session, and considering that
part of it which relates to the settling of a salary, the
Question was put, whether the _H_ouse_ in Consequence of the
Instruction referred to in His Honour' s Speech will now come
into the settling a Salary on him?
It pass'd in the Negative." Journal, IX, 1231
2 Journal
, I, 131; II, l68>/tf-176; IX, 123.
3 June 7, 1717, "His Excellency the Govemour's Speech Read
again: and Mr. Speaker offered to the House a Draught of an
Answer thereto, which was- Read, and Voted by the House.
"Ordered, That.... (3 men) Wait on his Excellency the
Governour and Acquaint him that this House are Desirous to
acknowledge his favour, in his Speech at the opening of this •
Court; and to know when his Excellency pleases the House shall
attend him for that end.
" The said Members Attended the Order of the House,
and RetumSdi answer, That his Excellency had Appointed to
Morrow Morning.
"
The next morning, "Mr. Speaker and the House went up
to the Council Chamber, to return Answer to His Excellency'
s
Speech. And Mr. Speaker make^sic^a Speech to his Excellency
as follows
"To which His Excellency was pleased to Reply
"And then the House return'd to their own Chamber."
Journal
, 192*3, 195*6.
November 21, 1729, the House , "Ordered, That a Message be sfc
sent up to his Honour the Lieutenant-Govemour, to acquaint
him of the aforesaid Vote " Journal
,
tX,123.
.*
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with specific matters at any time during the session. For
examnle, on June 3, 1724, a special message was addressed to
1
the House in reply to a request for information by that body.
All speeches of the Governor, however, received careful attent-
ion by the General Court and were never entirely ignored,
whether action of the House ensued therefrom or not.
mhe process of organization of the House for business
at other sessions than the first was a simple matter. If
forty or more members of the Court were present upon the open-
ing day of the session, the Governor was informed that a auorum
was m‘et, and tha House ready to proceed with the business of
the session. The Assembly then was summoned to the Council
Chamber, heard the Governor's message, and returned to their
2
own room. According to the Charter of 1691, the House at this
time was to replace any vacancies which had occurred in the
Council. Otherwise, the organization was retained as it had
been decided upon at the May session.
In the event that a quorum failed to appear at the
appointed time, the Members present might agree to convene
again the same afternoon or the following morning, or else the
Governor might be notified and he would prorogue the Court for
3
a few days. At the beginning of the fourth session in 1695,
"It being queried, upon the law of the province for ascertain-
ing the number and regulating the House of fiepresentatives,
whether the non-a opearance to meet by adjournment do not dis-
continue the court (his honour proposing to call a new assembly)..
4
"Resolved it in the negative."
1 Journal, VI, 22.
2 Journal . I, 46-47, etc.
3 Ibid . , I, 68, 261.
4 Acts & Resolves
, VII, 95.
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LEGISLATION
Petitions and Hearings
A great deal of the time spent in session by the
General Court, was occupied with the hearing and disposing
of petitions presented by private persons. The numbers of
these petitions continued to increase throughout the period.
By 1759, fifty-nine petitions were introduced in the first
session in the spring; and during the legal year 1761-62,
there were no less than one hundred seventy brought to the
attention of the Court. '’These covered the widest range of
subjects. Men asked the legislature for authorization to
dis pose of the land of their insane relatives, for permission
to start lotteries..., to change their place of worship, - in
short, they petitioned for anything they wanted, and their
were both varied and curious."
Some of the matters referred to were justifiably
brought before the House, but by far the greater number dealt
merely with petty affairs of local interest. The populace
evidently believed even at that time in a "government for the
people" literally. By 1719, because of the growing number
of petitions which took up time rightfully to be spent on
legislative matters, the House "Resolved, That for the future
before any Hearing, be had upon any Private Petition or Con-
troversy, A Sum of Money not exceeding Ten Pounds, as shall
be ordered by the Court be raid by the Petitioner or Petit-
2
ioners, to the Secretary for the use of the Government...."
This restriction, however, did not seem to be suffic-
ient, for in 1736 the Assembly passed another act which
provided that, with certain specified exceptions, all petit-
1 Harlow, 19 . 2 Journa l , II, 19^.
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ions must be introduced into the Court within fourteen days
from the first date of sitting, and that in case a petition
should be dismissed by the Court as vexatious or causeless,
the respondent should be entitled to receive reasonable damages
1
from the complainant. This law doubtless tended to discourage
the number of unnecessary and unimportant petitions, and to
prevent private affairs from monopolizing a great part of the
Court’s time, particularly toward the end of each session,
when public matters were impending.
Unfortunately
,
the mode of introducing petitions and
by whom they were presented before the House, are two points
2
of information upon which little evidence may be found. It
is certain that petitions might be sent down to the Assembly
from the Council, having been introduced these first, granted
a hearing, and sent down for concurrence or non-concurrence
by the House. It may also be ascertained that petitions
might be brought in by committees to which they had been re-
ferred, for further consideration in the House itself. Of the
vast proportion of petitions presented to the House, however,
it is impossible to determine the immediate source. Presumably
all petitions were sponsored by one or more members of the
A
Assembly
.
Upon all petit-ions which were presented before them,
the House took some action. They might refer a petition to a
r~Acts & ~Re selves f ~I X t 876 .
~
2 The Journal offers no information on these points.
3 For example, Journal II, 148, 153. These petitions ofttimes
referred to the Council by the House in the first place.
4 The assumption is based on fchtries of this sort; "A Petition
of Pelatiah G-lover in behalf and by the order of the Committee
for Brimfield presented to the House and Read..." Journal, II, 155.
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committee Tor report; they might act upon the memorial at
once, postpone consideration of the plea until the next ses-
sion or a future sitting, or place the bill on the table.
The House occasionally allowed a petition to be withdrawn, if
not granted, thereby excusing the memorialist from the pay-
2
ment of any penalty.
7/hen the House decide to take action upon s petition,
it was sometimes found necessary tp appoint a time for a
hearing of the matter. Such a hearing might be held before
both Houses in joint session -- usually in the Council Cham-
3
ber —
,
or before either House acting alone. A time for
the hearing was ordinarily set by order of the House, and the
persons against whom the petitions were leveled were: summoned
to be present with ’whatever witnesses were necessary. The
burden of proof as to why the petition should not be granted,
was laid upon these respondents. Persons might be summoned
to appear by several methods. The House might order the pe-
titioners to serve the respondents with a copy of the petition
"that they may give their Reasons why the Prayer of the Peti-
tion should not be granted;" the Messenger of the House might
5
be directed to summon them; or the Assembly might order that
they be called before the Court by a warrant issued under the
6
hand and seal of the Clerk. ’/fitnesses were usually summoned
7
by the latter method.
1 Journal
, 1 1," 116, 119, 152, 1707*200; VI, 13, 27, 67;
175^-59, p . ^1
.
2 Ibid! ,*1758-59, p.156, 180; 1772-73, p.254.
3 Ibid . , I, 21.
4 Ibid., V, 12, etc.
5 Ibid . , VI, 18.
6 ibid.
,
VI, 20.
7 Ibid ., 1768669, p. 22.
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The exact procedure followed In hearings on petitions
is not at all certain. App«rently, however, when tl ip-
pointed time came fhe House voted that they proceed to the
matter determined upon. The pleading parties were, upon mo-
tion, admitted to the floor of the House, and after the Clerk
read the petition aloud, offered such evidence as they saw
fit. They then withdrew and the House took action in the case,
sometimes committing the matter, or making instant decision,
1
or referring settlement to some future time.
Occasionally the House ordered that persons appear be-
fore the Court merely to furnish information for that body.
Upon appearing at the door of the Chamber, such persons were
admitted before the Assembly by vote of the members, an
required to answer such questions as the Speaker or any dele-
gate might ask of them. They might also make independent
statements if they wished. After giving the desired informa-
tion, these informants then withdrew, and th c> House would
p
take such action s it deemed proper. The Assembly could
summon both public officers and private individuals before
them, but formal orders were usually sent to officials when
their presence was desired.
Breach of privilege of the members of the General
Court was a reason for a different type of hearing held by
3
the House of Representatives. In such a case the person who
1 SeT Journal ', T, 2$4; V, 226; VI, 27; ' 175$-59, P . 173 .
2 journal, V, 228; 1753-59, p.173; 1766-67, p.101, 115-116,
267
,
274.
3 The question of what were the privileges of the House does
not come within the sc<ppe of this paper. In an act of 1694-55,
disallowed by the Privy Council, the Assemblymen claimed "all
the liberties and priviledges of an English assembly." Acts &
Pie solve s
, 1694-95, oh. III. For further information .on this
tter see Ibid., I, 65
,
89*90, 90 note, 130, 332,545; VII, 3>
34; VIII, 34TT~
t1
<
c
c
t
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had offended was sent for by the Doorkeeper or Messenger of
the House, or by a Member. He v.ra„s heard by the ouse and
they then took such action as they saw fit. Usually an apolo-
1
ay was satisfactory and this was voted to be sufficient.
Sometimes, however, the matter became more serious and th - c f-
2
fending party suffered a penalty more severe.
1 June IF, 1763, it"was reported to the House" that one of’’ its
members had been insulted by a certain Francis miller.
House after a debate, Ordered, That the .ieseenger of the House
take him into Custody and bring him before the House-, which
was accordingly done: And Mr. Miller asked pardon of the House,
and every Member of it, for the Insult he had offered to one
of their Members, upon which he withdrew. And. the House di-
rected his Attendance again; when Mr. Speaker informed hi" the
acknowledgment was satisfactory: And he was discharged by the
House." journal
,
1763-64, p. 113-114-.
See also Ibid . , I, 20-21, 29.
2 The most interesting case involving breach of privilege was
that of the "Monster of Monsters", a pamphlet -written in 1754.
"When the General Court met, the House of Representatives
resolved that this pamphlet m a a fi lse nd scandalous libel,
reflecting upon the proceedings of the House in general, and
on many worthy members in particular, in breach of the privi-
leges thereof, and ordered it to be burnt by the hands of the
common hangman. It was then resolved that Daniel Fowle, the
printer, should be taken into custody, who, after examination
was committed to the common gaol in Boston." Three other men
were also arrested. "Mr. Tyler (the supposed author), when
brought before the House, moved for counsel , which was refused;
and upon his declining to reply further than that he was not
obliged to accuse himself, he was ordered to remain in custody,
and without bail."
Two days later, Mr. Tyler, pleading the distressed circum-
stances of his family, was permitted to return to it upon giv-
ing his word of honour to the House, that he would be forth-
coming when requested by them."
Fowle, for his part, "denied their right to commit for his
supposed offence, unless in the case of their own members: and
in addition to this, the Speaker’ s -warrant directed the Keeper
of the gaol to detain him there .until the further order of the
House of Representatives, omitting the usual clause, or until
otherwise discharged by order of law. ..
.
"On the 29th (of October)
,
his wife having been thrown into
fits to the endangering of her life, he stated a request to
the Speaker that he might be dismissed on this account, and
that he should be ready to wait upon him whenever the Speaker
might have occasion for him. He was then brought before the
House, reprimanded for publishing the libel, and ordered to
be discharged from the gaol upon paying the costs."
Then, however, he commenced an action against the Speaker
of the House and the gaoler. But the new House voted that this
power of commitment had long been exercised; that the House
(cont. )
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Hearings similar to those in cases of breach of privi-
lege, were conducted in order to examine various charges
brought against members of the House. Such charges usually
involved a questioning of the moral characters of members,
their religious principles, disobedience to the orders of the
House, or a contemptuous or contrary attitude toward the gov-
ernment. The following instance well illustrates the proce-
dure in such cases: on June 1, 1715, "Some of the Members In-
form’d the House that Mr. John Randall , who is return’d Rep-
resentative of the Town of Rochester, is a Profane person,
and stands Convict of Scahdalous Immorality' s.
"Mr. Randall had Opportunity given him, to make his
defence. But he express’d himself unconcerned to clear his
Reputation.
"Whereupon he was ordered to withdraw.
"The question being put, whether the House esteem the
said Mr. Randall to be a Person worthy to Sit as a Member of
this House?
"It pass'd in the Negative.
"Ordered
,
That the said Mr. John Randall be Expell’d
this House.
"The said Mr. Randall was again called into the House.
"And Mr. Speaker acquainted him with the Vote the
House had pass’d. And that he was Expell'dthe House. Where-
upon he immediately Departed the House.
were the judge of breach of privileges; and that it was the
duty of the speaker to issue his warrants’ according to the
orders given, and of the Messenger and G-aoler to carry them
out. A committee was appointed to defend the suit of Fowle
which, after dragging on for two years, was decided by the
Superiour Court in favor of the defendants.
G-. R. Minot, History of Massachusetts , I, 206-212.
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the Town of Rochester... be Repri-
manded for abusing their privilege, in Electing -and Sending
a person of such ignominious Character to Represent them."
The House had the authority to order that one of its
members be taken into the custody of the Messenger. Such an
2
order was issued under the hand and seal of the Speaker.
Sometimes a member requested that the^dismiss him, because
he had been appointed to some other position in the govern-
ment or for some other reason. Such permission to leave the
3
Assembly apparently was customarily granted.
Committee System
Whether the committee system of the House of Repre-
4
sente tives was entirely of local origin is rather doubtful.
+
The procedure of the Court was certainly somewhat similar to
that of the House of Commons, yet the Massachusetts Assembly
does not seem to have consciously imitated that body as did
the legislatures of Virginia an New York. The probable ex-
planation is that in Massachusetts, they knew of the methods
used in the House of Commons and adapted them to their o?m
use in a modified form. This is very plausible in view of the
1 Journal , I, 10. Upon another occasion a member of the House
was expelled because he "seldom Attends the Publick 7/orship
of GOD, but obstructs the Settlement of an Orthodox Minister
in the said Town; And has since the last Sessions of this Court
been Presented, Convicted, and Fined, for the Profanation of
the Lord' s Day; and has taken his name from the last named pe-
tition, after he had signed it." J ournal
, I, 146. see also
Ibid
. , III, 11, 123; also above p.51, note 3 .
2 Ibid., II, 447-448, 452-453.
3 November 12, 1723, "A Motion being made by Mr. Jabez Fair-
banks
,
Representative of the Town of Lancaster
,
for a Dismis-
sion from this House, he being lately Commissioned by his
Honour the Lieut enant-Govemour, to Command some part of the
Forces Westward.
"Ordered, That the said Mr. Fairbanks be Dismissed from at-
tending his Duty in this House, and he be accordingly Dis-
charged, and that Mr. Speaker Issue forth a Precept to the
( cont.
)
-*
,
t
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fact that the Journals of both Houses of Parliament were in
1
the Court-House at Boston. There is, however, no definite
mention of direct emulation of the House of Commons by the
Assembly in the Journal of the House of Representatives, so
far as is known.
From time to time, the House would resolve itself into
a committee of the whole. This was done very seldom, and
then only for the purpose of dealing with unusually important
business, such as a memorial to the Crown, the issuing of bills
of credit, or some other vital matter. The procedure was as
follows: the House would vote that at some future time it
would resolve itself into a committee of the whole House.
When that time arrived it would so resolve itself, having first
chosen a Chairman. Then the Speaker would leave the chair,
and his place would be token by the. Chain an. .Then the pro-
ceedings of the Committee were finished, the Speaker would re-
turn to the choir, and the Chairman would report for the Com-
mittee. Sometimes such a committee of the whole House would
find it necessary to hold several sittings before reaching a
decision on a given matter. The Journal refers to such a com-
mittee as a "Committee of the Whole House", or as a "Grand
2
Committee", or simply as a "Committee".
In Massachusetts, "as in the case of many other assem-
lies, the greater Dart of the work was concerned with oeti-
3
tions." Hence, much of the business of the House could very
Select-Men of Lancaster, to assemble that Town in order to
choose another person in his Room...." Journal
, V, 226.
4 Harlov.r
,
p.19-20. declares that the "rise of standing commit-
tees is interesting, because they were clearly a local develop-
ment."
1 See above, p.12.
2 Journal
,
V, 217-218; VI, 98, 102-103; 1761-62, p. 116-117;
1773-74, p.27.
3 Harlow, 19.

efficiently be disposed of by committees rather than by the
House in open session. So frequently as to become a custom.
Committees on Petitions were appointed by order of the House
1
at the beginning of the first session each year. Very often
"instead of relying upon standing committees to perform the
routine work in connection with this heterogeneous mass of
business, the House of Representatives turned it over to sep-
2
arate select committees." As a rule, there was no fixed
practice with regard to the use of standing committees. Reg-
ularly from 1715 to 1735 a standing committee for petitions
was appointed at the opening of each May session. This com-
mittee usually consisted of from three to five members, and
3
considered such petitions as v^ere referred to it by the House.
In 1762, "seven different standing committees were appointed,
each of which was expected to handle petitions relating to a
certain definite subject. These committees were brought into
existence.... to enable the House to transact its business
more expeditiously, and their names bear evidence of their
loaal origin. -They were appointed to consider petitions
of sick and wounded soldiers, of those captured in the war, of
men who had lost their guns, and of those who had for some
reason failed to get their wages; the other three were to deal
with petitions regarding the sale of lands, rehearings of law-
4
suits, and requests for pensions." During the next two years
1 Journal
, pas sim .
2 Harlow, 19.
3 Journa l , I, 4; VI, 7, etc.
4 Harlow, 20. Also Journal
, 1761, p.9, 20.
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several of these committees were dropped, and in 1765 and
1766 none were appointed. From 1767 to 1774 there was only
one-- that for petitions regarding the sale of land. Stand-
ing committees, however, we re not part of the regular machin-
ery of the House, but were appointed only when there was
need for them. Thus, from time to time standing for Muster-
2
Rolls — usually of five members — were appointed. Of the
seven committees created in If62
,
five, as we have seen, - we re
for the purpose of considering extraordinary matters. "The
standing committees had been appointed to deal with questions
growing out of the war, and when it was over, petitions on
3
those particular subjects ceased to be burdensome", and a
number of committees were abandoned. This does not necessar-
ily mean that when standing committees were first used, in
l?15jpr before, that they were not at least suggested by the
English system.
Whenever the House wanted more information on any sub-
ject, which did not lie within the field of any standing com-
mittee, a small committee would be appointed to deal with the
matter. Select committees were thus created for all sorts of
business: to inspect the Treasurer's accounts, to report a
bill, to examine a petition and make a report, to help the
Governor carry on the war, to lay a boundary between two towns,
to carry up the votes for the Councillors, to convey a message
to the Governor, -- *>n fact, for any purpose which the House
desired. These committees rarely consisted. of less than three
1 Harlow, 30, 21. Also Journal , 1762 , pp. 13, 27; 17^3, p.ll;
1764, p.12, etc.
2 journal , I, 4, 79; II, 6 , 115, 231; III, 8 ; IV, 6 ; V, 8 , VI, 7.
3 Harlow, 20-21.
4 Journal
, I, 4, 8 ; VI, 13-14.
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or of more than seven. "The most common were those to reply
to the Governor’ s speech, to audit the public accounts, and
to report on temporary laws which neededito be renewed. Thus
the regular recurrence of certain definite work gave rise to
1
a committee to attend to it."
In the early period the appointment of committees was
quite haphazard, but in the later tears more orderly methods
were used -- even the ballot just before the Revolution. As
to the procedure followed in committee meetings, little of a
definite nature may be said. Sometimes they seem to have been
slow about rendering their reports, for they would be ordered
by the House to sit forthwith. "In Massachusetts, they met
in the 'uppei? rooms' of the old state-house, probably on the
third floor, ~- during the regular sessions of the assembly,
provided, of course, that there was a quorum without them.
When measures of special importance were under consideration,
ou
the committees would be called in." These committees were
empowered to summon parties before them. But as to how thei r
chairmen were appointed, or whether they always carefully in-
vestigated matters assigned t<fc them, it is quite impossible
to say.
The report of a committee might be oral or written, de-
pending on the nature of the matter under consideration.
Sometimes, when an oral report was presented, the House or-
3
dared that it be reduced to writing. When the report was
merely verbal, it was usually made by the chairman of the com-
1 Harlow, 21.
2 Ibid . . 113, 114. See also below, p.
3 Journal , 1758-59, pp. 98-99, 219, 225.
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1
mittee from his place in the House. When it was written, it
was read by the chairman in his place and then delivered in
2
at the table. Upon one occasion the Speaker of the House
made a report for a committee of which he was a member, but
3
just what the procedure was then, the Journal dees not show.
At least once a committee appointed to consider a petition
laid it upon the table without report, whereupon the House
"Ordered, That the Petition lie on the Table for further evi-
zr
dence . "
As a rule the House adopted the recommendations of its
committees, although there was no obligation for it to do so.
Although no records of the committees at work exist, it is
reasonable to believe that "legislators of the eighteenth
century were by no means lacking in an understanding of devious
political methods, and it is probable that in their committee
meetings they worked out schemes which would make interesting
5
reading today."
"in Massachusetts after 1766, and to a certain extent
before, the political destinies of the House of Representatives
were watched over by a powerful little group of members, the
leaders of whi ch were the Boston- delegation and their friends.
The names which stand out most conspicuously are Samuel Adams,
Thomas Gushing, James Otis, and John Hancock of Boston, Hawley
of NorMiampton, Sheaffe of Charlestown, together with Bowers,
Dexter, and Partridge. Of this aggregation the chieftain was
Adams, a man who should hold a position in the front ranks of
6
American political strategists."
1 Ibid ., 1753-59. pp.151, 157.
2 Ibid.
, II, 179; 1758-59, p.75.
3 Ibid . , 1770-71, p.16,
4 Ibid . , 1758-59, p.59.
5 Harlow, 104. 6 Ibid
. , 25.
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Bills and Resolves
The introduction of bills into the House is another
point of information in regard to which the Journal leaves
much unstated. As far as can be ascertained, bills were
never presented in the House without the consent of a major-
ity of the members, unless they were brought down from the
Council. The most usual mode of introduction of a bill was
by a committee. Committees were sometimes given permission
1
to bring in such bills as were proper to be enacted. At
other times joint commissions of the House and Council were
2
empowered to propose legislation.
The practice of appointing a committee to formulate a
particular bill, however, was quite common. Such a bill might
result from a petition presented to the House: "A petition of
John marion end 37 others, Cordwe iners in the Town of Bo ston ,
presented to the House and Read, praying, That a law be made
prohibiting the Exportation of Sole Leather, and the Killing
of Calves before they are a Month old, for reasons therein
mentioned." Whereupon a committee was appointed to prepare a
3
bill; and a few days later the bill was reported to the House.
Usually the Journal does not tell whence the original demand
for legislation came, but merely gives a record such as: "Voted,
That... (five men) be a Committee to project and prepare a Bill
for the better Observation of the LORD’S Day, and make a report
4
thereof." Or as this: "Ordered
,
That.... (three men) be a
Committee to prepare and bring a Bill for preventing the Des-
1 Jo u rna lT 23.
-
2 Ibid.
, VI, 220-221. Neither the Committee of the House, nor
that of the Council were standing committees. See also Ibid
.
,
VI, 13-14.
3 Ibid . , II, 150, 159; see also Ibid . , II, 190.
4 I£ld-> VI, 33.
°r
<. t
t ^ <•
•it
truction of Deer." Occasionally the House would determine
exactly what a bill should provide before referring it to a
committee. This was especially true in regard to legislation
2
on financial matters.
The preparation of a bill was usually entrusted to a
3
committee of from three to five men. Occasionally, however,
the matter was placed in the hands of 6ne member: "On a Motion
made and seconded, Ordered
,
That Mr. Porter of Hadley be di-
rected to bring in a bill for incorporating the plantation
4
called Road-Town into a Township.” Or: "A Motion being made
by Joseph Parsons Esq; Ashing leave to bring a bill for the
Preservation of Pine Trees:
"Ordered, That Mr. Parsons have leave to bring in a Bill
q
for the preservation of Pine Trees."
Often the House refused to appoint a committee or to
grant permission to bring in a bill: "The
A
Re-assumed the Con-
sideration of the Tax-Bill; -- and after a Debate thereon, the
Question was put,
"whether it be the Mind of the House to appoint a com-
mittee to Prepare and bring in a Bill for taking a new Valu-
ation o f Estate s thro 1 the Province ?
6
"And it pass’d in the Negative."
Again: "The Question was put, vftiether it be the mind of the
House, to give the Members for the said Town( of Boston) Liberty
7
to bring in a Bill.. .? And it pass’d in the Negative . " Thu s
1 Ibid . ~ 1735-59, p.49.
2 Ibid
. ,
1761-62, p. 23 ; 1769-70, p.170, 181. For further il-
ia st rations see Ibid
.
,
II, 140; 1758-59, pp.28, 31, 133; 1763 -
64, p.18.
3 IbX» . , VI, 13-14.
4 Ibid., I76I-62
, p. 6 p.
5 Ibid. , I, 15; also Ibid., 1762-63 , p.l6; 1763-64, p.246.
6 ibid., 1758-59, p.3l".
7 * 1758-59, p. 52; also Ibid . , 1768- 69
, p. 74 , 86j 177C-71, pp9

an attempt to pass a bill might be forestalled even before the
first reading.
"Bills might originate with the governor, the council,
the Speaker, a committee or an individual member of the House,
but in practice the last two usually initiated bills, the
House generally appointing them for the purpose." Money bills
had to originate with the popular body and these the Council
were not allowed to amend, though it could ^nd did amend other
1
bills." A large number of bills came to the House from the
Council, where they had been passed on first. Such bills
were already engrossed in the records. All manner of legisla-
tion except money bills could be presented to the House in di
this way.
It was a rule of the General Court that a matter could
be brought up only once in the same session unless the rule
2
was dispensed with. Old bills, however, occasionally found
their way into the H use. For example, on January 2C, 1755
»
the House voted to take into consideration a bill upon which
it had passed the year previous, via :
"Ordered
,
That the Secretary be directed to attend the
House
.
"’.Tho attended accordingly, and brought down the said
Bill, and laid the same on thi Table; and informed the House,
That the Board had non-eoncurr* d the Vote of the House thereon
There was considerable variation in the process of en-
actment of e bill after its initiation into the House. Near-
ly always three readings and an enacting clause were necessary
1 Cambridge' History of British 7 plro , I, 432.
2 Documenta ry Histor
;
of Maine
, XI, 426.
3 Journal, 1758-59, p.2C5.
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for the passage of a bill. In 1719, however, a number of
bills were engrossed and sent ud for concurrence by the Coun-
1
cil after two readings and an enacting clause had been passed.
It was possible to have all three readings of a bill at the
same time, two at one time and the third at another, or all
the readings at separate times. In the last eventuality, the
intervals between the two readings might vary from an hour or
o
two
,
to several weeks. Debate concerning the bill might oc-
cur upon any reading, or upon each reading of the bill. At
thu time of the first reading, a bill might be assigned a time
for the second reading or merely laid aside for the time being.
June 13, 1758, a bill was read for the first time and the House
"Ordered , That the Bill have a second reading at three o’clock
3
Afternoon." Or the bill might be deferred indefinitely or to
4
the next session for a second reading. Or it might meet its
demise then and there in the following manner: "A Bill Inti-
tuled. . . Pass'd at the Board to be Engrost, and sent down for
Concurrence. Read and,
"The question being put, Whether the Bill be Read the
2d time,1/
5
"it pass’d in the Negative." Debate evidently occurred
on the first reading in this case, but sometimes not any de-
bate was had on the reading of a bill, viz : "A Bill Intituled**..
6
Read.
"
The second reading of a bill usually decided its fate.
At that time a bill might be assigned a third reading; it might
7
be referred, it might be committed to the committee of its
1 TbldT, ii, 164, 165 ri£7T 190, 197T~198
,
2 Ibid ., I, 11-12, 120, 177-178, 190, 212; 1758-59, pp. 34-35,
53, 281, 283.
3 Ibid. , 1753-59, p.55.
4 Ibid., 1758-59, p.253.

1
origin or to a new committee; or the House might definitely
2
refuse a third reading. Debate on a bill usually took place
on the second reading.
From time to time the House reconsidered the vote taken
upon the second reading, viz: "A Bill Intituled... Read a 2d
time. And the question being put, y/hether the Bill be Read
a 3d time?
"It pass’d in the Negative." Eut two days later it was
"Ordered, That the Vote passed, last Monday, That the Bill In-
tituled.. . . Should not have a third Reading, be Reconsidered.”
And the following day the bill was read a third time and passed
—y
3
to be engrossed.
Bills were usually passed upon their third reading,
whereupon they were ordered t6 be engrossed and, if they had
not already been before the Council, were sent up for concur-
4
rence by that body. Sometimes, however, a debate took place
5
and they were ordered no to be engrossed. After a bill had
passed both Houses and had been engrossed, the process of en-
actment was completed by the House passing an enacting clause
• to be attached td) the bill, whereupon the bill became a law.
For example: "An Engrossed Bill... Read, and
6
" Re solved , That the Bill do Pass to be Enacted."
Amendation of a bill might be accomplished in a number
of ways. The most usual of these was by a committee appointed
5 Ibid . ,~HT~T54~
6 Ibid
. ,
II, 164. No further action on the bill was taken stt
this time.
7 Ibid . , II, 158, 159, 233 and passim .
1 Iklci
. , II, 142, 194; 1758-59, p.28, 92-94, 180, 229.
2 Ibid.
,
II, 162,; see also 187.
3 IMcL. , II, 205, 209, 211.
4 Ibid . VI 42 49.
5 Ihld . , II, 203; VI, 157; 1761-62, p.l4l. Presumably the Clerk
of the House engrossed such bills as originated there.
6 t; Ibid
., I, 154.
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for the purpose after the second reading. After the bill .had
been ehgrossed and had been sent up to the Council, the lat-
ter body might propose one or more amendments, and the House
might agree to these or not as it saw fit. "If the two bodies
disagreed, agreement might be reached by adjustment of confer-
ence, or the Bill might be abandoned altogether." Sometimes
the House would agree to the proposed amendments and then sug-
gest others, so that the bill might be sent back and forth
2
several times before a final agreement could be made. . Occa-
sionally the House would decide upon an amendment when an en-
grossed bill came up for an enacting clause, although such an
3
amendment seems to have been of a minor type. Amending a
4
bill was usually called "taking it into a hew draught."
When finally passed by both Houses, bills were sent
to the Governor for his approval. This was entirely in keep-
ing with the provision of the Charter of 1691, which stated
that the Governor should exercise an absolute veto over all
acts of government. The sanction of the Executive might be
indicated at once by a message to the House; it might be given
when the House went up to be prorogued or dissolved; or it
5
occasionally was delayed until the session had terminated.
Even though the Governor might express his approval of
legislation passed by the General Court, there was still a
further check on the independence of the Assembly, in the form
of the device of compulsory royal confirmation or disallowance
1 Cambridge History of Brirlsh Empire^ 432.
2 Journal
, II, 145-146, 190, 192, 194, 197; ;VX, 179; 1768, p.42.
3 Ibid . , 1769-70, p.119; 1766-67, p.328-329.
4 January 28, 1762, the Council sent down a bill. "Pass’d in
Council as taken into a new Draught. Sent down for Concur-
rence .
"Read and concurred, as taken by the House in their new
Dra
5
ent, up for Concurrence...." Journal
,
See below, p.i/V, Also Journal
, XII, 79
1761-62,
80 .
p.207.
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of the acts passed, in the colony. This constant threat of dis-
allowance of legislation by the King proved en efficient form
of colonial control. The Massachusetts Charter provided that
all laws passed by the two Houses of the Legislature and con-
firmed by the Governor, must be sent to England at the first
opportunity, for review by the King and Privy Council. Thooe
laws which v/ere disallowed within three years were to become
null and void in the colony, while all others were to be in
force until repealed by the Assembly -- if ever. Moreover, the
royal instructions to the Governors ordered that copies of all
acts, each bearing the public seal of the province, v/ere to be
forwarded both to the Privy Council and to the Board of Trade
within three months (or as soon as possible) after passage,
1
and that duplicates were to be sent by the next conveyance.
The principle of review of legislation was probably
neither unwise nor objectionable, per se , but the use of the
disallowance by the English authorities, imbued as they were
with mercantilist principles, was altogether too rigid, such
insistence that the colonial laws should conform absolutely
with the lav/s of England, did not allow for the changing con-
ditions, needs, sentiments of the New World. "In the earlier
period, it prevented the colonists from passing hasty and ill-
considered legislation that was often obscure, loosely worded,
and even technically poor and contradictory, and served tp im-
prove legislation and to prevent local retaliatory measures
2
in matters of general concern." But as the years passed, con-
ditions changed while the English attitude towaofcd the colony
1 Mass. Historical Society, Collect ion sT~5d Serie~s7 vol. 1X7
p.103.
2 Cambridge History of British Empire, I, 423.
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remained stationary, strongly implanted in the midst of worn-
out economic principles.
The consequence of this tremendous hindrance to local
autonomy was that the colonists conceived new methods of pass-
ing measures of local administration. These were the House
order and the re solve . They were but two of the many devices
by which the Assembly fought the royal prerogative when it
seemed to encroach too strongly upon their privileges. The
'’order* 1 seems to have been used principally in matters of
strictly local concern, — in the Assembly itself or in the
province. .It was less formal than a bill and usually consis-
ted merely of an expressed vote of the House. Although the
order was customarily sent up to the Council for concurrence,
its purely local nature probably prevented any non- concurrence
on the grounds of encroachment on the royal prerogative.
The resolve was a mode of legislation original in Mass-
achusetts’ s Assembly. At first it was utilized for any pur-
pose, but became by 1718 or 1719 the principal method of pass-
ing money measures which were not subject to amendment by the
Council. On November 19
,
1719
,
for instance, the House "Re-
solved
,
That the Sum of Two Thousand Pounds of Bills of Pub-
iick Credit on this Province, be further and forthwith made...
1
Sent yp for Concurrence." Such a. resolve had to pass the. .
House only once, but as in the case of a bill, had to receive
the consent of the Council and G-overaor, but were not subject
to review by the Privy Council. (An order of the House might,
on the other hand, be of the type that required the consent
of the Council and Governor, or the type which did not.) In
1 Journal
. II, 190-191 .
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1729, the Privy Council condemned the custom of making ap-
propriations in the form of resolves as unconstitutional, but
the practice was not discontinued.
The Massachusetts House of Representatives also from
time to time passed laws of short time limits, as another
means of nullifying the effect of the royal disallowance. Since
the Privy Council was not always expeditious in taking action
upon the laws sent to England for review, the Assembly could
thus pass acts to be in force for short pefio.ds and renew
them often enough to render the checking effect of the disal-
lowance ineffectual. This led to the inclusion in the Gover-
nor* s instructions of an order that all acts if legislation
must contain a suspending clause which would postpone the en-
forcement of each act until it had been approved by the Privy
Council. In the days of bitter rivalry between the Governor
and the Assembly, needless to say, this instruction was quite
generally disregarded by the House. Moreover, the G-eneral
Court very often re-enacted as new measures laws that had been
disallowed by the Home officials. This tendency to ignore
the desires of England constantly increased as the Revolution
approached.
Method of Voting
Just what method of voting was customarily carried on
in the House, it is difficult to sa.y, for the Journal gives
practically no indication. In the period from 1715 to 1735,
especially, it is almost impossible to discover anything in
regard to the matter. It is known that written ballots were
used in the election of the Sneaker, the Clerk, the Councill ore,
2
and certain other officers, but how the members expressed
I ^^ofTPjFlyy: Council, Colonial. 1720-1745. p. 2G4
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themselves on ordinary voting may only be conjectured. Just
how little is told may be illustrated; June 13, 1719, there
was brought into the House "A Report of John Chandl er in be-
half of the Committee appointed ..lay 1718.... Sent down from
the Board, pass’d on there...
"And the question being put, Whether the House Concur
in Accepting, the said Report ?
"it pass'd in the Negative.”
And even in the period from 1753 to 1774 the Journal accounts
are very meagre. No evidence is given as to the usual method
of voting and it is only when the vote was by yeas and nays,
something not recorded in the earlier period, that any record
was made. The first indication of this mode of voting seems
to be noted in the Journal for October 12, 1753; "it was then
moved and seconded by divers Members, That the House would Re-
consider their Vote, for Mr. Agent Bollan’
s
being impowered
to receive the late Parliamentary Grant in Behalf of this Pro-
vince. — And after a large Debate was had on the Affair, the
previous Question was put, Whether iin taking the Mind of the
House, it be done by Yeas and Nays ?
"Resolved in the Affirmative.
"The Question was then put, y,rhether it be the Mind of
the House that Mr. Agent Bollan should be the Receiver of the
late Parliamentary Grant ? And it pass’d in the Negative.
Yeas (38Nays 2
(34 names) (38 names)"
"Though in general the Speaker could vote, he rarely
3
exercised the privilege..." Whether he vo#ed in the ®arly
1 Journal
, II, 142.
2 Ibid . , 1753-59, p.96-97; ‘see also Ibid., lf6l-62, p.224«*
i25 fc 319
- 320 ; 1763- 64 , p.254-257; 1764-65, p. 206 ; 1765- 66 , p. 215 .2 Sambridge History of Briti sh Empire
, I, 431 .
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period is rot indicated in the Journal , but ir later years
there were at least two occasions when he cast a vote, once in
1766 and again in 1768. In neither case, however, did he vote
to break a tie. On December 5, 1766, there was a vote by yeas
and nays. "And the Speaker being asked, declared on the Side
of the Yeas.
"Yeas 53
"Nays 35 1
BE.
"
In 1768 the procedure was similar, although the vote was
more one-sided being eighty- two to one. In this case also the
2
Speaker cast his vote with the yeas.
Whenever unusually important business was about to be
considered by the House, the Messenger was often sent to call
in the members, especially as we have seen, these who were sit-
ting in committee meetings.
Proceedings were conducted secretly until after the
middle of the century, when galleries. .. .were built... for the
accomodation of such of the public as the members might invite
to attend. These galleries, however, might be cleared at any
time that secrecy should be desired in the proceedings of the
House. On June 2, 1773, "the House was informed by one of its
Members, that he had matters that greatly concerned the Province
to communicate with the leave of the House. And the same Mem-
ber moved that the Galleries be cleared.
"Upon a Motion, Ordered
,
That the Members be enjoined
to attend.
1 Journal , 1766-67, p.209-210.
2 Ibid /, 1767-68, p. 193-199.
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1
"Then Mr. Adams acquainted the House "
Upon one occasion when an unusually important matter
was brought up for consideration, in order that the members
might have better means of informing themselves, the House
"Upon a Motion, Ordered, That the Printers to this House lay
on the Table To-Morrow at Ten O’clock, a sufficient Number of
the Resolves thereon reported to the House by the Committee,
for the Perusal of the Members.
"Ordered, That the further Consideration of the Report
of the Committee, be referred till Tomorrow at FOur O’clock
r\d
afternoon." The next day the printers brought in the printed
copies of the letters and resolves, and the House, "Upon a
Motion, Ordered, That Mr. Adams carry up to the Honourable
Hoard one of the Copies of said Letters for each Member of the
3
Board.
"
At least once during the period, several members of
the House were allowed to change a previous vote made on a
question. June 17, 1773, four men, "who gave their voices
against the Resolve passed Yesterday.... declared in the House
that they had upon further Consideration alter’d their Minds,
and mov’d that their Names miedit be enter'd in the Journal in
4
favour of said Resolves." And the House quite frequently re-
considered a vote. For example, on November 24, 1724, "A Mo-
1 Journal , 1773-74, p. 26. In November, 1724" when there had"
been some trouble in regard to disclosure of what had transpired
in the House, it had been "Voted
,
That Mr. Speaker, Mr. Wain-
wright
,
and Mr. Lewis
,
be a Committee to Project and Prepare
some prpper Vote the better to support the Honour and Dignity
of the House; and to prevent the disclosing of discovering A-
broad of any Debate that may arise and happen in the House,"
And two days later the House "Resolved
,
That if any Member of
this House shall Disclose, Divulge, or make Publick the Debstes
or Secrets of the House, which tends very much to the Obstruc-
tion of that Freedom and Liberty of speech so necessary for the
Good and Welfare of the Province, he shall be lyable to such
Censure as the House shall think proper." Journal, VI, 135,137.
2 To give the members time to read the papeT^'"mvnt i on ed
.
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tion being made and seconded by several Members that the House
would reconsider thei^ Vote of the 17th Currant.... And the
Question being put, Whether the House would reconsider the said
Vote
?
Resolved in the Affirmative."
Instructions from Constituents
"The practice of instructing the representatives of the
town (of Boston) in the General Court was early adapted, and
occasionally, and often annually, continued through every period
of colonial history. In these instructions, not only objects
of temporary and local interest were pressed upon the attention
of their representatives by the town, but views and feelings
of the inhabitants of a general nature were indicated, and their
sentiments concerning municipal and colonial rights unequivocally
expressed. -- The same direct and jealous spirit, manifested
in the votes of the town in successive causes of popular dis-
content, from this period to the declaration of independence,
shows the leading influence of the town of Boston on all meas-
2
urea which were the precursors of that event." Each town
usually instructed its representatives as to the legislation
that it desired, and it was the duty of the delegates to the
Court to secure such laws as their towns wished for. June 7,
1723, for instance, "Mr. Coohe acquainted the House that the
Town of Bo ston had directed their Representatives to propose
3 Jo'u'rnal , 1773-74, p. 56-57"^
"
4 ibid ., 1773-74, p. 61-62.
1 Ibid., VI, 114-115; see also Ibid., 1758-59, p.55;
1770-71, p.227.
2 Josiah Quincy, Municipal History of.. .Boston, pp.13, 15.
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some Articles to this Court for the better Regulating Indians,
1'Iegroes, and Lalattoes in the Town of Boston, and that they a
endeavor to have them oass’d into an act, which he Read in
1
his place, and laid on the Table."
It sometimes occurred, however , that the representa-
tive might have no instructions from their towns in respect
to matters that came before the House, and concerning which
they could not know the sentiments of their constituents. In
such cases the House very often delayed on the matter until
the delegates might have time to consult their fellow-towns-
men as to their wishes on the subject. In June, 1754- , the Gov
ernor in a message to both Houses recommended "the printing of
the bill (providing an excise tax on spirituous liquors) for
the consideration of the people, and that the Assembly should
take it up again at the adjournment. This proposition was
2
complied with...." In December of the same year, during a
debate in the House on the Albany J)lan of union, "it was re-
solved by yeas and nays in the affirmative, by a majority oCf
only three members, the House then consisting of seventy- eii$it
At length, the consideration of the teport for the general
union was voted to be suspended until the members should have
“ZJ
an opportunity to consult their constituents respecting it.."
In the following ten years two more similar instances may be
1 Jo umal'7~v7TB7~
2 G-.R. Minot, Continuation of History of Mas sachusetts Bay ,
p. 202-203.
’ ’ ' ~ ' ”
3 Ibid . , I, p. 200-201.
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1
found.
By the middle of the period the people were pretty well
informed concerning the legislation emitting from the General
Court, through distribution of printed acts and records, but
previous to that time a different means of publishing the laws
was utilized. "In 1673
,
the General Court ordered that all
laws and orders of every session, thought fit to be published,
be 'read in the markett place at Boston upon the fifth day,
being a lecture day, within ten dayes after the end of such
sessions, which, being performed, is and shall be accounted
sufficient publication. (Mass. Col. Records, IV, part ii,
p. 562-563. ) . . . . According to the ancient practice. . . . March
15, 1700-01, Mr. Sheriff Gookin was allowed h 3 for his ex-
pense in publishing the acts; and in 1726 John Dorrell, depu-
ty sheriff, was allowed hi 13s 6d for sash paid for beating
drums, and for his own service in publishing the acts of the
2
General Assembly."
1 June 4~ 1764, "Ordered , That the consideration of this Bill
be ref err’d to the next Session of this Court; and that the
Substance thereof be inserted in the Boston News-Papers, so
that the several Towns in said County may be notified thereof
that they may have Opportunity to make their Objection 0
,
if any
they have.
"Sent up for Concurrence." Journal
,
1764-65, p.17.
February 12, 1768, the House "Resolved , That the Members df
this House be directed to acquaint their respective Towns,
that the House have had under Consideration the Expediency of
an Excise on Spirituous Liquors, and to desire they would ins*
struct their Representatives the next May relating to the
said Affair." ibid
. , 1767-68 , p. 163 .
2 Acts d Resolves, I, xxv. See also Ibid . , X, 399
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THT HOUST AND THT COUNCIL
The Council "in the eyes of the British government
was deemed scarcely less important than the governor himself..
It was composed of leading men of the colony ’of good life,
well affected to the government, of good estates and abilities
and not necessitous people or much in debt 1 . -- As an institu-
tion ( the Council) was completely overshadowed by the gover-
nor and the Assembly. Representing neither1 the colony nor
the King, lacking both responsibility and executive authority,
and exercising only a negative influence on the passage of laws,
the colonial council was never able to grow up into a constitu-
tional body comparable with either the House of Lords or the
Privy Council."
"The councillors served in three important capacities:
as an advisory board to the governor, when sitting as an exec-
utive body; as an upper house of the legislature, when sitting
as council In Assembly; and as a court of chancery with the
governor and the highest court of appeals in the colony, when
exercising judicial functions." They had no executive powers
without the governor, and "their legislative independence was
considerably curtailed by the governor’ s habit of sitting and
voting with them when acting as an upper house...; and by the
insistence of the lower house that they had no power to initi-
ate legislation or to originate or amend money bills." This
last was in spite of the fact that the 3oard of Trade ruled,,
in 1706 that the council had ’ as much to do in framing bills
for the raising and granting of money as the Assembly has’.
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and in 1718-20 the King sent a general instruction to that
1
effect to all the governors.
The House and the Council, as the two Houses of the
General Court, were often thrown into close contact with each
other. For a number of purposes they sat together in joint
session; they elected jointly various civil officers as the
Charter Provided, and appointed joint commissions; messages
were often sent between them concerning the passage of bills;
and in many other ways the two Houses were of necessity
forced to work side by side.
Speeches by the Governor at the beginning of each ses-
sion were always delivered to the Legislature in General Court
2
assembled and sitting in the Council Chamber. It is rather
interesting and significant to note in this connection, that
the House always until a few years before the Revolution, went
’’up" to the Council Chamber. The term, of course, was used
out of respect for the Council, since the two chambers were
actually on the seme floor in the Court House. In June, 1719,
a rather bitter altercation occurred between the Assembly end
the Board when the latter insisted upon being styled "the Up-
3
per House". Although the House refu°ed this demand of the
Council, the outward forms of courtesy and respect were main-
tained. It is, however, indicative of the growing self-impor-
tance of the House, that between 17^5 and 1770 the word "up"
1 The foregoing quotations are from Cambridge ~Hi s tory~~of
British Empire
, I, pp. 420- 421.
2 See above, p.54; for exception, see above, p.54, note 2.
3 Journal , II, 157ff.

was replaced by "into" and that the latter term was employed
thereafter when the House went to join the Eoard in joint ses-
1
sicn, or when messages and bills were sent to that body.
The House and Council often sat together to hear the
evidence in regard to petitions. There seems to have been no
rule in regard to this matter, however, for sometimes the House
2
alone would hold a hearing. We are told that "The two houses,
when parties to any petition or cause desire to be heard, of-
ten meet in one house.... but after they are seperated [sic]
they vote separately upon the subject matter of the hearing,
in this session (1727), after a hearing of this sort, the
House passed a vote ’ th t when a hearing shj 11 be had on any
private cause before both houses together the subject matter
shall be determined by both houses con junctly . ' " But the
Council, which would have been hopelessly outvoted in such a
procedure, unanimously non- concurred the vet:.
Petitions were read before r, ch House separately. Then
if the need arose, the two Houses would concur if they could
agree upon the setting of a date, for a hearing before both
*7
Houses in joint session. Y/hen the time came for the hearing
the House would repair to the Council Chamber, as follows;
June 8, 1715, they received "A Message from the Board, That
ME. Speaker and the House
,
now come up to the Council Cham-
ber, to attend the Hearing Ordered to be this day, upon the
Petition of that Part of Hingham called Conihasse t, praying
1 1767-68. 0.136":" 1772-73". p.132* ds of teri in-
ology, in 1771 the House, in an address to tne Governor, styled
itself "his Majesty's Commons", and v/ere reprimanded for it by
His Excellency. Ibid
. ,
1770-71, p.246.
2 Sec above, p.6o.
3 For example, May 30, 1724: " Paul Dudley Esq; brought down
the Petition of Sent up this morning. Pass'd in Council,
viz
. In the Council, May 30th, 1724. Read and Ordered
, Th
( cent.
)
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they may be made a Senar&te Precinct,
went up accordingly,
'hen the Petitioners, and the other Part of the sr id Town had
been full-- heard, they withdrew. And Mr. ...
1
return’d to their own chamber," In such herrings the men be-
2
ing heard might employ counsel "learned in the l*a.w" , and wit-
~7
nesses might be called in to testify.
Upon a few occasions, when the parties involved in the
hearings were so numerous that they and the two Houses could
not be accomodated in the Council Chamber, the Board came
down to the chamber o^ the House, An instance o^ this which
occurred January 27, 176-', is rather interesting:
" Jeremiah Powell , Esq; came down from the honourable
Board to acquaint this House that the Board is now ready to
proceed to the Hearing of the Directors and Partners of the
Land Bank Company.
"Ordered
,
That Col. Bourne go up to the honourable
Board to acquaint them that this House is also ready to pro-
ceed to the said Hearing, The House accordingly went into
the Council Chamber and ucon a motion made in the General
4
Court, the House returned to their own Chamber.
"Mr. Speaker and the House being seated, a Potion was
made in the House that a Message go up to the honourable Board
to propose that the Hearing of the Directors and Partners be-
fore this Court, be had in this Room for better Accomodation,
this Petitioner forthwith serve th,e Adverse Forties with a Copy
of this Petition, that thevmay give "in their Reasons (if any
they have) upon Frida,y the Fifth of June next, at Ten of the
Clock in the Morning, why the Prayer thereof should not be
granted. Sant down for Concurrence. Read and Concurred."
Journal
, VI, 13.
1 Ibid., I, 21.
2 Ibid
. , VI, 1C5.
3 Ibid . , 1758-59, p.36-37. Cther joint hearings. Ibid,, I, 18;
( cont.
)

if the Honourable Board think proper, and Mr. 0 tig went up
accordingly, who returned that he had delivered the Message.
’’Brigadier Brattle , came down from the honourable
Board to acquaint the House that they agree to the proposal
that the Hearing of the Directors and Partners of the late
Land-Bank Company be had in this Room; and to desire the House
if they see Cause, to regulate the Galleries, so that the Par-
ties may have Room to attend.
’’Ordered
,
That Col. Bourne go up to the Honourable
Board to acquaint them that this House propose to accomodate
the Directors and Partners concerned upon the Floor of the
House, if the Board agree to it.
”Who return’d he had delivered the Message.
"Harrison Gray
,
3sq; came Gown from the Honourable
Board to acquaint the House that they agree to the last pro-
posal of the House.
"Ordered
,
That the Door-Keeper be directed to prepare
Seats for ‘the accomodation of his Excellency and the two Houses
and also for the Persons concerned in the Hearing.
"The two Houses met, and the Directors and Partners
were admitted td> a Hearing, and upon a Plea offered by Robe rt
Au chmuty
,
Esq; a Descendent £sicj of one of the late Directors,
to the Jurisdiction, the Honourable Board returned to their own
1
JL
Chamber. ’’
II, 139; 17b8-Ro, o
.
4^rT47"T772-7T, ~p
. lW~.
4 This, seems to Tpe a unique motion "in the General Court".
. 1 Joume.i . , 1767-68, p. 136 .
ct
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Other hearings were afterwards held in the House Cham-
1
ber, but the Council room continued to be the usual place
for Joint meetings.
In cases of disagreement between the two House 0 , when
2
joint committees appointed for the purpose could not settle
the pdint, conferences of the two bodies sitting together were
sometimes held. Usually when one House expressed the desire
for such a joint session, the other would: agree to it and a
time would be appointed for the sitting. The House, in ar-
ranging for such a session, would appoint several of their
members to be their managers. This, however, did not preclude
the possibility of other members taking a part in the confer-
ence if they so desired. When the appointed hour arrived, the
procedure was usually as follows: "A Message from the Board
by Mr. Secretary Willard , That they are ready to attend the
Conference of both Houses appointed...., if the House are ready
to come up.
"Mr. Speaker and the House went up accordingly. Add
after a considerable time spent therein return’d to their own
3
Chamber." No notable change in this procedure seems to have
occurred throughout the royal period. The Council Chamber
always seems to have been the scene of such conferences.
It was not always possible for the two Houses to ar-
range the matter of holding a conference. Either might refuse,
1 ibid 1768-6; ,~li57T7~I^^^7~TTT2-73, p.2P7
2 See above, p.64ff.
3 Journal , II, 150-151. See also Ibid., II, 46, 47, 62, 157,
159, 211, 214; IX, 301, 302, etc.
t4
C
i
c
f
.
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and the records show that each did so at some time or other.
On December 19, 172$, the House refused a reauest of the Coun-
1
cil for a conference in regard to appropriations. In Decem-
ber a year later, the House declined to confer over money mat-
ters with the Council, claiming that *'We have never as yet con-
ferred with the Council in Matters of money... and never was
as we know of; desired by the Council but once, which was de-
nied by the House, as being their undoubted Right and Privi-
lege to grant and appropriate the Sum or Sums they do from time
to time Raise, and set the time for the Payment or Drawing in
the some; and thereon this Head the House cannot come into a
2
Conference as desired.” On the other hand, the Council was
also known to prefer not to participate in a conference upon
occasion, once because "as they apprehend it is not usual to
confer, unless in dases wherein it aonears that the two Houses
3
differ in Opinion.” It was, apparently, much more usual for
the Houses to agree to hold conferences, concerning matters
4
of importance. At least once the Council requested a confer-
ence upon a certain subject, and then at the joint session an-
nounced to the House that a decision had. already been reached
by the Council, for on June 23, 1719, the House complained;
"It is new and, unusual for the Council to desire a free Con-
ference upon a subject matter and then on the management to
inform the House that by a previous Vote, they had so far En-
5
gaged themselves that they could not recede from it.”
1 Journal
, V, 500.
2 Ibid.
,
VI, 160, 163.
3 Ibid. 1767- 68
, p. 137 .
4 Ibid. X, 73-74.
5 Ibid. II, 137-158, italics mine.
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From time to time as the occasion demanded, the two
Houses would appoint, joint committees to deal with petitions,
to draw up addresses to the King, to advise legislation, or
for any other purpose which seemed to require such coopera-
tion. These were never standing committees
,
but were always
select groups appointed for specific duties. Almost invaria-
bly such committees consisted of d>r.e more Representative than
Councillors. The House seemed to be at some pains to follow
this custom, and it was extremely seldom that the representa-
tion on joint committees varied so as to give the Council the
majority. On the other hand, the number of House members al-
1
most netrer exceeded those of the Board by more than one.
Very rarely did either House refuse to concur in the appoint-
2
ment of a joint committee, probably as much as anything else
because of the fear that the other House might preempt too
much power.
The House and the Council cooperated in choosing most
of the civil officers of the province, except those whose ap-
pointments were reserved to the Governor or the King, as pro-
vided in the Charter of 1691. Thus the Court chose the Treas-
3
urer, the Commissioner of Import, the Attorney-General of
the Province; and other lesser officers such as the notaries
public for the seaport towns, and truckmasters (factors) for
4
trading- posts. They also chose an Agent for the Province, al-
though his term of office was not limited to one year and
ther was no regular time for his election. The procedure
followed in the choice of these civil officers was the same as
1 journal , I, 5, 31, 185, 238;~VI, 13-14T 16-17; 1761-62, p.l 4.
There is no evidence to indicate the procedure followed in
these committ-re actings.
2 Ibid.
,
VI, 45.
3 tFTs appointment a subject for cismt, V V •
_u Governor and
Assembly in 1729. See Journal
, IX, 9.‘
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that in the election of Councillors, and seems not to h> ve
1
changed throughout the period. During the early years it was
customary to choose, the civil officers at the beginning of
the first session of the Court in the spring; but from 1758
to the Revolution the choice was usually made during one of
the later sessions which met at any time from the beginning of
2
January to the last of April.
The list of officers so chosen was submitted to the
Governor for his written approval. As a rule he consented to
3
all the appointments, but occasionally he made some demurrancd.
Should the Governor impose his negative on any choice, it was
customary for the General Court to choose another officer to
4
fill the place.
In these elections the Council had comparatively little
influence, Hutchinson declares: "The Council and House had
made it a practice, ever since the charter to unite in the
choice of the treasurer, import officer, and other civil of-
ficers, the appointment whereof is reserved to the general
assembly. The Council, being less than a third part of the
House, have by this means no weight in such selections un-
less when there are two or more candidates for. an office, set
up by the House, and then the balance of power, if they are
united themselves, may be with them.
"If either house should elect by themselves and send
4 Ibid., II, 114, 121-124," 135 ,"201, 29^7 297.
1
by
by
2
See above, p.44 ff. The agent at least twice was chosen
a vote of the House, concurred in by the Council, and accepted
the Governor. See Journal
,
IX, 318.
Ibid . , i, 92; V, 48; VI, 55; 1758-59, p.179; 1773-74, p.123.
Civil officers were sometimes chosen at the fall session as
early as 1729 at any rate. — See Ibid . , IX, 121-124, 297.
3 June 17, 1724, "Mr. Secretary brought down the List of Civil
Officers, chosen by both Houses the 12th Currant, for the pres-
r ear, pass’d on by His Honour the Lieutenant-Govemowr^ in
*
except-
Lt
ie st words, viz. I consent to all the above
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to the other for concurrence the right of nomination would be
such an advantage as neither would be willing to concede to
1
the other."
But the House, not satisfied with their great preponder-
ance of numbers in such an election, tried upon one occasion
to alter the custom. "The manner of choosing civil officers
had been by joint vote or ballot of council and house. This
gives a great advantage to the House But (in 1723) to be
more sure of the person the majority of the House were fond of,
they chose Mr. Coolie for agent and sent the vote to the Board
for concurrence. The Council non-concurred and insisted on
proceeding in the usual way, which the House were obliged to
2
comply with. The choice, however, fell upon the same person.."
The two Houses also appointed a number of joint commis-
sions to deal with various matters: to treat with the Indians,
to assist the Governor in carrying on the war, or to survey
“
2?
boundary lines. sometimes the choosing of such commissions
led to controversies with the Governor who complained that his
prerogative was thus being encroached upon.
During sessions of the General Court, messages were
constantly being transmitted between the House. The Assembly
would send a delegation up to the Council Chamber to learn
whether the Board had passed upcn a certain petition, to ac-
quaint them with some action completed or proposed by the
House, to carry up an engrossed bill for concurrence, or in
ing John Read Esq; Wm. DUlviiuER. " Ibid . 7 VI, 5?.
~
4 Ibid ., 1769-7Q, p. 186-189.
1 Hutchinson, II, 329-330.
2 Ibid . , II, 302. In 1729, the Council suggested the other
method of choosing an agent, and this time the House demurred.
See Journal , IX, 319, and above, p.91.
3 Journal , I, 48; V, 180-181.
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reference to any other matters requiring cooperative action
by the two Houses. Occasionally message® were formulated in
the House to explain its policy in regard to some method of
procedure, and were sent to the Council either by way of apol-
ogy or reprimand. Communication by the Board with the Assembly
occurred spasmodically for similar purposes. There was n<b
fixed custom as to the personnel of such inter- chamber dele-
gations, but in each instance a select .committee was appointed,
by order of the House or Council respectively. In this connec-
tion, the House committee might consist of from one to five
members, occasionally as 'msny as seven if the master under
discussion were important enough. Members of the House al-
most never carried communications from the Council bach to
the House, for that duty was reserved to the Councillors, and
vice versa.
In the later period it had become customary for neither
House to be interrupted by messages or otherwise, when engaged
in important debate. On January 15, 1768, the House, "Upon a
Motion made, Re solved
.
That when this House shall have come
into Resolution no to be interrupted in any Debate, a Message
shall be sent the Honourable Board to acquaint them that the
House are engaged in Debate, and will acquaint the Hon. Board
1
when it shall be over." To this the Council agreed. The
Board evidently had a similar rule regarding interruptions,
for the House Journal records that on February 4, 1763, " Thom-
as Fluc&er
,
Fsq; came down to acquaint the House that the Gov-
ernor and Council are now in a public Hearing, and that the
Board will let the House know when it is over.
1 Journal
, 1767^8, p. 114-115
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11 John Bradbury
,
Fsq; came down to acquaint the House
that the public Hearing before the Governor and Council was
over, and that the Board are ready to receive any Messages
1
which the House shall think proper to send up."
^uite frequently one House would send to the other
asking to speak with one of its members. For instance, Aug-
ust 21, 1723, the House received "A Message from the Honour-
able Board that the Board desire to speak with Mr. Joseph
2
Southwo rth
,
a member of this House.” This is about all the
information that the Jo urnal gives in regard to such a matter
in the early period. Presumably, however, a member of the
House would be require to obtain permission from the members
there assembled before he could leave the House Chamber to
comply with the request of the Board. In the later period,
after 1758, such permission was unquestionably required, as
the following entry discloses: "Voted , That Mr... have Liberty
to attend the Honourable Board,” On the other the procedure
pursued when the House wished to confer with a Councillor
may be illustrated, viz ; June 8, 1758, the House ’’Ordered,
That Mr. Tyng go up with a Message to the Honourable Board,
to acquaint them
,
that the House decire to speak with the
honourable Mr. John Osborne , Bsq;
”‘,7ho returned that he had delivered the Message.
"The said Gentleman came dov/n from the Honourable
Board accordingly.
" When Mr. Speaker was pleased to enquire of him v/hether
1 JournalT 'l767-68, p.l46.
"
2 Ibid.
,
Y, 134.
3 Ibid ., 1758-59, p.137.
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he was possessed of the Treasurer’ s Bonds to the Government?
And being informed, that he was: Mr. Speaker then acquainted,
him
,
that the House Desired that they might be laid before
them.
’’And Mr. Osborne laid the same on the Table according-
ly
1
’’Which were examined by the House."
In the various quarrels which arose between the Gover-
2
nor and the Assembly, the Council usually sided with the
executive, especially when the di sputa involved an alleged
encroachment upon the royal prerogative by the popular body.
The most important controversy of this sort in which the
Council became involved wr s probably that over the question
of disposition of appropriations and expehditure s. Accord-
ing to the Charter of 1691, the General Court was to impose
fines, taxes, and fees, but they we re to be disposed of by
warrant of the Governor and Council. Very early in the peiiod
however, the House complained that various sums of money were
being expended by the Governor and Council for unauthorized
purposes. This complaint continued to be made by the House
while the Council defended its disposal of funds as being
for contingent expenses. "Parallel to the progress of the war
was the continuous dispute which v;as kept up between the low-
er hduse and the council concerning their respective rights
of control over appropriations... (while) the governor fell
largely out of view since he was forced to maintain a neutral
1 Journal , 1755- 59 . p. 56^ Presumably the Council granted
permission for a Councillor to leave their Chamber while they
were in session upon such a request from the House.
2 See below, p./<9^ ff.
.
position." The Hours'© constantly maintained the stand that to
it alone belonged the right of initiating and regulating appro-
priations, for in 1719, they claimed that "It is new and unusual
for the Honourable Hoard, to intermeddle so much with the
Grants and Funds, which this House takes to be their peculiar
2
Province.” Ifo rover, "in its resolve for the supply of the
treasury, in November, 1721, the House sought to establish e
complete control over expenditure by introducing a clause
stating that the sums should be used for the purpose indicated
’and for no other end whatsoever.’ The Council objected, but
the Assembly replied that it was reasonable that those who
3
granted the money should have the disposal thereof."
The Council objected to this contention as being con-
trary to custom, and because the executive would have to ob-
tain the consent of the Assembly for any expenditure, no mat-
ter how petty. "But the House stoutly refused any appropria-
tion unless the clause was annexed, and continued its attitude
at later sessions.... In June, 1723, a note of supply we
s
sent up by the lower house, but the Council did not agree."
The House then proposed an appeal of the problem to the
people of the province, but the Council objected, "insisting
that the disposition of the money should be left with itself
and the governor subject to the ordinary provision of the ap-
propriation acts." • The House yielded somewhat at this time,
1 Osgood, III, 173.
2 Journal , II, 158.
3 Osgood, III, 164-165.
4 Ibid . , hi, 165, 17-3, 175.
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but near the clc$e of the year, the quarrel war renewed v/han
the House demanded that it be allowed to make specific provi-
sion for expenditures in its money bills. Again the Council
dominated the situation and there was no further dispute over
appropriation bills for the remainder of the year. "As it
was, however, the House relentlessly pursued its object and
pretty effectively limited the discretion of th- executive
>t
-
r> 1 itur*'-. a, also securing for itself a large degree of
1
control over the conduct of the war."
Disputes between the two Houses occasionally arose
2
over minor points, but on the whole- the position of the As-
sembly 7/as increasingly strengthened by popular support as
the period progressed and the Revolution became imminent.
1 Osgood, III, 17V.
2 Such as the dispute in 1703 over the Council’s proposed
inspection of the House records, or that in 1720 over the
printing of derogatory remarks about the Council in the House
journal 7 Ibid., Ill, 134, 150.
-.
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thr houses and tht governor
The Governor came into contact with the House of Rep-
resentatives at a number of points. His power of veto in the
choice of Councillors, Speaker of the House, an! civil officers,
and on all act's of government made by the Assembly have already
1
been noted. He delivered speeches to the House and sent mes-
sages to it, recommending legislation, criticising actions it
had taken, suggesting amendments to bill 3 which had been passed,
or merely giving explanations of his own action or information
required by the House. Through its committees ho received
messages from the Assembly and sometimes was addressed in per-
son by the Speaker before the whole House. The Governor read
his commission and took the necessary oaths in the presence
of the General Court. In these ways, and in many others, con-
tacts were established between the executive and the popular
branch of the Legislature.
The matter of the Governor’ s speeches to the General
2
Court has already been discussed in this paper. In addition
to such speeches, the Governor might also communicate with
the House by means of oral or v/ritten messages which wer us-
ually transmitted to the Assembly by the Secretary of the Pro-
vince or by his deputy. The oral messages ordinarily related
to unimportant matters, generally concerned with the actual
machine- ry of the administration of government, and were deliv-
ered to the House verbally by the Secretary. Such messages
were most often merely to summon the House to the Council
1 See above, pp. 35 ff
.
,
t-7
,
74
,
92.
2 See above, pp.53 ff*

Chamber, there to attend the Governor. written messages,
however, were of a more formal nature. They might be laid on
the Table by the secretary who then withdrc , hei supon the
Clerk of the House would read the message aloM; or the Sec-
retary might read the message, place it upon the Table, and
withdraw, after which the Clerk would go through the formality
1
of reading it again.
Such written messages might include any sort of mater-
ial which the Governor wished t& convey to the House. Letters
to the neighboring colonies might be sent for the Assembly'
s
approval; new legislation might be recommended in accordance
with the Governor' s latest instructions; amendments to passed
bills might be recommended; news from England might be commun-
icated to the House; or information in answer to questions
2
of the Assembly might be given.
Points of Contact
Upon few occasions did the whole House go up in a body
to address the Governor at a time other than when replying to
one of his speeches, although such a thing was done. On Feb-
ruary 17, 1774, for instance, the House "Upon a Motion,
Ordered
,
That ....(five men) be c committee to wait on the
Governor, and acquaint him that this House hath prepared a
Petition and the whole House will present it when hia
Excellency shall be ready to receive it." The next day the
Governor sent word that he was "now in the Chair, and ready
1 journal , 1758-59, P.30, 6l, 83, 110. 121; 1761-62, p.l4~5~
146; 1764-65, p. 52.
2 For illustrations, see Ibid
. , I, 37-33; 1761-62, p.238,
243; 1766-67, p.198.
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to receive the Address of this House.
"The House then went into the Council Chamber, where
the Speaker acquainted the Governor that he had in his hand
a Petition to the Governor for the removal of Chief Justice
Olive from his Seat in the superiour Court; and Read the
same »nd delivered it to the Governor. After which the Houae
1
return’d to its own Chamber.'’
Much more frequently the House sent oral or written
messages to the Governor. These were carried up by a commit-
tee of members consisting of as few as two at some times,
2
sometimes as many as five. It was the duty of such a com-
mitt e t& find the Governor and deliver the message to him in
3
person. in the early years of the royal period, a committee
so appointed would send to ask the Governor when and where he
would see them, and then, having been given an appointment,
would attend him. But later in the period they went at once
to find His Excellency, without taking this preliminary step.
Such procedure was complained of by Hutchinson, who urged the
House that the old custom be revived, "as it has the Tendency
to preserve the dignity of his Majesty’s Representative in
the Province, and as it may prevent the Attendance of the Com-
mittees of the House at a Time and Place when and where it
4
may not be convenient for the Governor to receive them."
I~~ Journa g t 1773-74, p. 173.
2 Ibid . , I, 74; VI, 167.
3 May 29, 1771, the House sent a communication to the Governor:
"Mr. 0 ti 2 from the said Committee reported. That they had accor-
dingly left the Message with the Secretary, his Excellency tlee
Governor not being in the Chair." This did hot prove satisfac-
tory to the House, and the next day the same committee was sent
to deliver the message to the Governor in person, although he
had already received it from the Secretary. Journal
, 1771-72,
p.7, 11. See also Ibid . , 1772-73, pp.33, 36.
4 Journal
, 1772-73, p.242. No action seems to have been taken
by the House on this request as far as the evidence shows.
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This matter, in itself relatively insignificant, when con-
sidered by the side of other examples of popular independence
indicates clearly how the House was becoming conscious of its
own importance and consequently careless in dealing v/ith the
Governor.
On a few occasions just prior to the Revolution, the
House, instead of sending a committee to wait upon his Excel-
lency, ordered the Secretary to aarry a message t<b him. And
instead of asking the Governor for information they would
1
merely send for the Secretary and obtain it from him. By
that time the House had c4me to evince little mrespect for the
Secretary, although he was an appointee of the Governor, and
he was ordered around as if he were merely an officer of the
House.
Communications to the Governor from the House covered
a wide range of subjects. They might ask whether he had yet
agreed to a bill which had been passed by both Houses; they
might advise some military or naval action; they might ask
that he give employment to some person whom they recommended;
they might transmit to him charges which had been preferred
against some public officer; they might request that he pro-
claim a fast day; and they might desire information on all
2
sorts of subjects.
1 February '12, 1774-, the Secretary attended the House ac-
cording to their order, and was directed by the Speaker to
deliver to the Governor a remonstrance which the House had
passed. Ibid
. , 1773-74, p. 151. See also Ibid . , 1762-63, p.49.
On July 13, 1772, the Secretary was sent for to come to the
House ahd when asl&ed by the Speaker whether the Governor had
passeu on the militia bill replied that "The Militia Bill is
now before the Governor," Ibid., 1772-^3, p.lio,
2 7c — I, 42, 49; 50, 115; 1753-59, p.47, 54-55; VI, 167.
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In at least one instance the two Houses prepared a
joint memorial to the Governor. Its preparation required
some little time, since it had to be amended and sent from
one House to the other several times before being agrred upon.
.Then finally completed to the satisfaction of both Houses, it
was sent to the Governor by a committee of tx:r :-e members of
the House and nrobebly two of the Council. It was signed by
1
the Speaker in the name of the House.
The House made contact with the Governor, also when
his commission was read and he took oaths of his office imme-
diately upon his arrival from England after appointment. On
November 26, 176l, for exa :ple, the House were summoned tc the
Council Chamber. '’Mr. Speaker and the House went up accordingly
when his Excellency's Commission, appointing him Captain General
and Commander in Chief, etc., over this Province, and Vice-
Admiral of the same, was published by Mr. Secretary.
"After which, the Oaths, etc., were administered to
His Excellency, by his Honour the Lieutenant Governor.
"After which, Mr. Speaker, with the House, returned to
2
their own Chamber."
In Massachusetts "in character and aim the people were
virtually a unit, and under the charter of 1691 the only poli-
tical conflict which ordinarily could occur v/ould be with the
3
royally appointed gavernor." From the very beginning of the
royal period, however, the Assembly, as representative of the
1 Ibid
. ,
1758-59, p7<c57 Probably the ~~m~e s sage s to the Cover-
nor from the House alone were also signed by the Speaker, but
the Journal mives no indication of such a practice.
2 Ibid., 1761, p.152.
3 Osgood, p.237.
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people of the province, took up the challenge embodied In the
royal prerogative and checked its exercise by the G-ovemor at
every turn. ’’That by cooperating with the Governor they
could make his administration an unqualified success, the
careers of such men as Shirley clearly prove; by opposing him
they could completely ruin the most carefully prepared execu-
1
tive plans#" In case the Governor refused to take some ac-
tion which the House desired, it could bring pressure to bear
upon him in a number of ways. If he disapproved of a number
of Councillors that had been elected by the Court, the members
of the House could decline to name others. They could refuse
to grant appropriations for the carrying on of the war and for
support of the government -- especially for his Excellency’s
salary. They could ma^e living conditions for the 'Governor
very unpleasant by not allowing for repairs and upkeep of the
Province House. And in the final analysis, they could refuse
to legislate at all, although this method of sabotage was often
found to operate as much to their disadvantage as to the Gover-
nor' s.
Disputes
A detailed treatment of the various conflicts carried
on between the Governor and Assembly would be somewhat beyond
the scope of this paper, but some mention of them must be made
since "these conflicts fill the chief place in the political
history of the colonies, their history as institutions of
government, and as a result of them civil and political rights
were established, executive discretion limited and the consti-
2
tution of the colonies was developed."
..
Because of the fact that in practically every matter
l~Harlow, p. 1^27 2” 6 sg ood ,~l7
"
I.
(
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concerned with administration of the government, the executiv
and the legislature came into contact, the opportunities for
conflict were many and varied. Although the aims of the home
government a.nd the people of the province coincided in foreign
relations and the execution of the war against external enemies,
I
the exercise of the royal prerogative often clashed with popular
sentiment over affa-irs of domestic policy. The dispute re-
garding the authority of the G-ovemor to veto the House’
s
choice of their Speaker, has already been dealt with to some
extent; that concerning the place of meeting has also been
1
suc~ested; and the altercation over the right of adjournment
2
of the House will be dealt with shortly. Of the many remain-
ing subjects for controversy between the Assembly and the Gov -
emor, probably the chief we re in the field of financial affairs.
The first of these contentious episodes was concerned
with the problem of control of expenditures in the province.
The Charter of 1691 provided that disposal of provincial funds
3
should be by warrant of the Governor and Council. But "before
the close of 1693
,
it was evident that ( Governor) phips had
lost control of the house On one or two occasions also
the governor a.nd council offended the representatives by order-
ing the payment of money for purposes not designated in the
appropriation acts. This led to a number of protests on the
nart of the house and in 1695 the nassage of a bill in which
'4
they secured the rights of the house of commons in such matters."
The Governor and Cbuncil, however, acting in executive capacity,
1 See above, p. 35ff and p. 17ff.
2 See below o .//<>,
3 For the Council*, s part in this matter, see above, p. 96 .
4 Osgood, I.
,
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continued to order expenditures from time to time which were
not specifically authorized by the House. Jealous for its
rights the House, "in its resolve for the supply of the trea-
sury, in November 1721, sought to establish a complete
control over expenditure by introducing a clause stating that
the sums should be used for the purpose indicated 'and for no
1
other end or uses whatsoever,’" and refused any further
appropriations until this clause was accepted. Thence forward
practically all appropriation bills contained clauses specify-
ing the use to which the money should be put.
In 1732, Governor Belcher wrote a letter to the Duke of
Newcastle concerning this matter. "in this the power of the
the assembly to impose and of the executive to dispose of
public taxes and revenue' was asserted as in harmony with the
language of the charter and a necessary division of functions
in government; otherwise the work of the executive would be
merely clerical." The British authorities responded with the
decision that the executive should have control of general
appropriations, but not over specific appropriation clauses,
since the Privy Council believed the House' s contention to be
2
quite in keeping with English custom. Thus the Assembly wo
n
a virtual victory over the governor, and the matter thereafter
became more or less of a dead issue.
A dispute which was calculated to affect the Governor's
equanimity more intimately was that which arose over the ques-
tion of permanent salaries for the chief executive in the
province. As a measure of economy in the prevalent mercantilist-
colonial system, the English authority s decided, upon the form-
1 Ibid
. ,
l64.~
2 Osgood, III.
,
325-326.
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ation of the province of Massachusetts in 1691, to provide
that the royally appointed governor should receive his salary
annually from the provincial revenues. This stipend was to be
in the form of a permanent grant. "As the New England colonies
prior to 1690
,
had developed but the rudiments of a salary
system and were accustomed only to annual appropriations, it
was natural that Massachusetts should be most reluctant to
adopt this system and that a prolonged and violent controversy
might arise there over the salary question. That proved to be
1
the case .
"
"Toward the close of Phips' 1 dministration an act had
been passed appropriating L 500 'for his service and expense
s ince his arrival.' This was in harmony with Massachusetts
custom and was to be in vogue for a long time to come.
Phips made a faint protest against the form and. the amount of
these appropriations, but no notice was taken of it. Annual
2
grants of & 500 continued throughout his administration."
The form of the grant was usually similar to the following.
" 3e it enacted by the G-overnour, Council and Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same,
"That there be paid out of the publick treasury of this
province, to his Excel, Sr. William phips, lint, for his great
service in the government this rrcsent year, the sum of five
"3
hundred pounds."
This custom of making annual grants continued in Bello-
4-
mont' s administration. * By complaints from Bellomont to the
Board, of Trade "the situation was brought to the attention of
the British authorities and this, in connection with complaints
1 Ibid
.
,
II.
,
172.
2 Osgood. ,11, 132-133.
3 Acts aha Resolves, I.. I80 . See Also Ibid.,4 ibidT.
, xrr~31
r^r rr-7
> t *
I., 109, 174,787.
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from other colonies, led to the framing of the royal instruction
and the opening of a long campaign (by Dudley in 1703) for
1
adequate and fixed salaries.” After the Governor had informed
the Assembly of this new instruction, he received the following
reply from the House; "May it please your Excellency; In
answer to that part of your Excys Speech, referring to the
settling of perpetual Diaries,
" Imprints, it hath been the Priviledge from Henry the
third, --nd confirmed by Sdward the first, etc., in all Reigns
unto this Day, granted, etc., is now allowed to be the just and
unquestionable Right of the Subject, to raise when and dispose
of how they see Cause, any Sums of money by Consent of Parlia-
ment, the Which priviledge her Majesty’s Loyal and Dutiful
Subjects have lived in the gnjoymt. of, and do hone always to
enjoy the same, under Our most gracious Queen Ann and Successors,
and shall ever endeavour to discharge the Duty incumbent on us;
But humbly conceive the Stating of perpetual Salaries not agree-
able to her Majesty’s Interests in this Province, but prejudicial
2
to her Majesty's good Subjects ”
The Assembly intended no change in its attitude toward
the salary question, as was shown by its continuance of annus.1
grants of the usual amount, and Dudley wa s forced to give in.
The Governors felt that the uncertain grants thus made v.mre not
sufficient for their support. Moreover in 1716 the General
Court passed a bill providing for L 100,000 In bills of credit
to be added to the currency in the province, thus infixing
“7
still further the already badly depreciated currency.
-
ijpO
1 Osgood, II., p . 133,
~ ~
: Acts & Resolves, VIII., 341.
3 Ibid. , III., l46 . The problem of colonial finance is too in-
volve 1 for an -equate- .discussion here.
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dovemor Shute was forced because of the reduction in his
1
salary by the Assembly after a quarrel over the S er, be-
cause of the small value of the depreciated money he actually
received to complain to the General Go ,rt. He published his
19th instruction, . ich ordered him to persuade the Court to
settle a permanent alary. The House, however, not only re-
2
fused to alter its custon, but demanded Shute
e
’ acceptance of
"7
of certain bills before granting him a reduced salary. The
governor retaliated by refusing to sign the bills until his
salary grant was made.
"The only u: y in which this (deadlock) could be overcome
seemed to be by the payment of the governor 1 s salary from the
treasury in England until the people 6 f Massachusetts should
become accustomed to a perpetual end fined provision for their
4
executive." But this the English authorities would not con-
sent to although Governor Shute report'd the advisability of
such a procedure in 1726. Governor Gurnet according to an
Order in Council of February 15, 1727/8, that the Assembly was
to settle on the Governor an annual salary of at least 1000.
The result was a struggle without a sign of concession on either
oide, for the House / d in loj in n 1 grants. Th< se
Governor Burnet consistently refused in iccordance with his
1
instructions, and because he be lieved the Court 1 s pertinacity
was merely intended to check hi a independence of action. The
Boston town meeting' at this time instructed its representatives
in the ffouse to oppose a permanent salary for the Governor. "For
this reason, Burnet adjourned the general court to meet October 31
0
1 See above p.365
~~ ~
2 Jo urn 1
, II., 352-755.
3 Journal , II, 263 .
4 Osgood, III., 1?6.
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nt Sale-. A discussion over the legality of this act was now
added to the salary question."
2xi November, 1731, however. Governor Belcher who had
replaced Burnet, abandoned his instructions and accepted a
grant from the General Court. The Board of Trade, faced
a frit acco roll was forced to accept the situation and issued
a new instruction to that affect. "The qualification • hich
wrs introduced into the instruction was mere words and nothing
more. It was evident that the British government wan not pre-
pared to stand by its own declaration or to support its gover-
nor in upholding it. The cause had nearly been lost when Burnet
itss red fro the scene, nd by tb c i ant of £
compromiser like Belcher the government had already surrendered
its case. This was well enough understood at Boston, and ye- r
after ‘year the procedure of 1731 was repeated." G-ovemor Belcher
in each case sbught permission to accept the grant offered hirer
and was allowed it. Thus the precedent vras established till it
was no longer necessary even to secure the consent of the crown
or to note the fact that the earlier instructions were being
violated." This culminated the hitter salary controversy to
the complete satisfaction of the Assembly, and a consequent loss
of prestige and authority to the Governor.
The suggestion first made by Shute in 1726 was finally
acted upon in the final episode of the salary problem in Massa-
chusetts. Prom 1770 to the Revolution, Governor Hutchinson in
accordance with his instructions drew his salary from the
fevenue provided by the tax on tea. The House of Representatives
stormed against this encro? chment upon its control of appropria-
1 Osgood, III., 132-3. See also above, p. IS.
1.
.
.
.
.
-
i
t
tions, but Hutchinsbn stood firm. Thus the long i -sending
threat of parliamentary intervention in the salary question
1
y/a s made good .
’’Additional questions at issue between the Governors
and the Assemblies we re as manifold as were the claims of the
rovsl nrerora + ive
,
and followed closely the attempts of the
2
governors to maintain the prerogative and obey their intructions."
The prevailing tendency, hoy/ever, was for the House to constantly
increase its powers by encroachment upon the authority of the
executive. The struggles between Governor and Assembly became
more acute toward the end of the royal period, and after news
of the Stamp Act had reached the colony there was hardly a
session of the Court which was not broken with violent debate
and bitter r? ilings at royal control.
Powers of the Governor
The Massachusetts Charter of 1691 conceded to the Gover-
nor the right to sum on, adjourn, prorogue, d dissolve the
General Court, and the power of an absolute veto on all elections
and legislation of the Court. "They came to (the colony) en-
dored ,,r ith the power that placed them at the head of the
Government and made them the source of all authority, for with-
out their consent the colony could not function legally as a
3
political organization." True enough, the Charter provided
that a General Court be convened at least annually, but the
other extensive powers of the Governor theoretically rendered
this check upon his absolutism q itc innocuous.
1 Hutchinson, III, pp. 357-361; Acts and Resolves . V. 34, 5i^6c
.
2 Camb. Hist. Brit/g ., 1,434.
3 Ca b. Hist. Brit. 3m
p
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So far as the available evidence indicates, there is no
reason to believe that the Governor's right to pi ce his abso-
lute negative upon all acts of legislation, was ever denied by
the House of Representatives. But the House adhered to the
letter of the agreement rather than to the spirit of it. As
we have seen, the Assembly by various methods of coercion rather
successfully controverted the executive's right of veto: by
passage of orders and resolves not subject to review by the
Governor; by withholding the Governor' s salary, or other money
grants; and by utter refusal to pass any legislation at all.
The colonists in Massachusetts seemed to be peculiarly apt at
such methods of passive resistance to the manifestation of the
royal prerogative of which the C-ovemor’ s negative was a part.
There was, however, no overt attempt ever made to pass or en-
force an act over the Governor' s veto. So much cannot be claim-
ed respecting the right of disallowance exercised by the Privy
Council in England.
In the matter of elections the House was even less con-
siderate of the Governor' s pov/er of veto. The conflicts which
arose in this connection have also been discussed, namely that
concerning the Assembly' s choice of Speaker and the election of
Councillors. The first of these two problems was solved after
a bitter strugle by the issuance of the Explanatory charter of
1725; but the second continued unmitigated thourghout the
period. As a matter of fact, however, the Assembly in general
conceded the authority of the executive to place his negative
on the choice of councillors. But once again the spirit of the
.-
<
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<
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t
I
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concession was refuted by the action of the popular will. For
instance, Governor Shute claimed that "Boston hardly ever failed
to choose among its represents tives those whose election to the
1
Council the governor had vetoed." Moreover, these men were
very often placed on important House Committees, and filled
positions where they exerted considerable influence over the
affairs of the province. The assembly, of course, could force
the Governor to accede to its choices of officers by means of
wisely applied pressure, as in the matter of forcing legislation
pasttthe Governor.
By the terms of the provincial Chanter, the Governor
was fully empowered to adjourn, prorogue, and dissolve all
Assemblies. Literal interpretation of these previsions, of
course, would have prevented the General Court even from ad*-
journing from day to day, or for the lunch hour, without the
Governor' s express consent. Such construction of the clause
was obviously absurd end impracticable. Hence from the feery
beginning of the period it became customary for the Court to
adjourn themselves from day to day, while the Governor retain-
ed the right to adjourn them for longer periods of time. Before
1721, the House seems never to have adjourned themselves for
any longer periods than from Saturday noon to the following
Tuesday. On July 13 of that year, however, the Court voted to
adjourn until the nineteenth of the month. The Council was put
to some inconvenience by this move, and when the House recon-
vened July 19, the Governor sharply rebuked them for the in-
fringement upon his prerogative. Never again did the Assembly
1 Osgood, III., 175.
2 Hutchinson, II., 257-258.
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venture to adjourn for such a long time without the consent
of the Governor. Notwithstanding this fact, the one irrespon-
sible instance was considered sufficient to be noted among
other things in a complaint made in 1720 against thorn by a
1
committee of the Privy Council. As a further reminder to the
colonists of the existence of a higher authority, the Charter
of 1725 contained a clause specifically allowing the right of
the House to adjourn itself from day to day, but prohibiting
adjournments for more than two days. The governor often exer-
cised his power of adjourning the Court, both for brief and
extended periods of time. For example, on September 17
,
1723,
while the House was in the Council Chamber after a hearing,
•'Mr, Secretary declared that it was His Honour's Pleasure the
Court should be adjourned '-till to-horrow Morning Nine a-Clock,
2
and that the said Court was accordingly Adjourned." Again, in
1724, the Secretary, acting for the Governor, adjourned the
5
Court from Saturday until the following Monday. The usual
mode of procedure in adjournment by the Governor was the fol-
lowing, subject to minor variations: "Mr. secretary Nillard
came into the House and declared, That it was His Honour the
Lieutenant-G-overnour' s Pleasure, that this Greet and General
Court should be adjourned to Tuesdav next the sixteenth Cur-
“* 4
rant, at Three a- Clock Afternoon, and then to meet here," JLn
one instance, in 1759, before an adjournment of two weeks,
the formalities of a prorogation or of a dissolution were gone
through. The House went up to the Council Chamber, the Gover-
nor signed the acts which had been passed and to which he
agreed, and the Secretary announced that it was the Governor’
s
1 Act3 of the Privy Council, ColonialT~~1720-1745 , p.92-104."~
2 Journal
, V, 189.
3 Ibid., VI, 204 4 Ibid. , lX, 38
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1
pleasure that the Court be adjourned.
The Governor had the power of adjourning the Court from
one place to another and this power he sometimes exercised.
'
" A Message from His Excellency the Governour by Mr.
Secretary 7/11lard
.
That, it is His Excellency 1 s Pleasure, that
this Great and General Court should be Adjourned to Harvard
College in Cambridge, in the County of Middlesex, to meet
there on. ,/ednesday next, being the 27th instant, at Ten a
Clock A» M. and this Great and General Court is accordingly Ad-
2 ~
.
journed to the Time and Plane aforesaid."
Prorogation and dissolution were brought to pass in so
much the same way that the two matters may be treated together.
The shief difference seems to have been that dissolution of th?
Assembly necessitated a new general election and the convening
of a new Assembly; while prorogation merely declared the Court
not in session until some specified time at a specified place.
The procedure followed in prorogation or in dissolution is not
explained in the journal for the period from 1715 to 1735. A
typical- entry seems to be the following for July 5, 1718: "ji
message from the Board by Jonathan Dowse Esq; That His Ex-
cellency Directs this House to attend him in the Council
Chamber, Mr. Speaker and the House went up accordingly.
"And His Excellency was pleased to Prorogue the Court
to the 27th Day of August next, at Ten of the Clock in the
3
forenoon." It is probable that at this time the Governor
signed those bills to which he wished to give consent, and he
4
sometimes made a speech before proroguing the Court. The
1 ibid
., ix., 88 .
2 Journal
,
IX.
,
56. Such removals were sometimes by request
of the Assembly. Sec Ibid
. , IX., 309; 1763-64, p.
“
196-97 .
3 Ibid . , II. , 60.
4 USE*. II., 171.

procedure Is more fully recorded in the If iter psrt of the
period, and follows the above suggestions quite closely.
governor did not always make s speech but frequently did so.
Sometimes the Governor was not present when the Court
was dismissed and in such a case the Secretary acted for him.
March 6, 1773, the House went into the Council Chamber, when
the Secretary declared that the Governor had consented to
certain bills, had not consented to others, and now desired
2
that the Court be prorogued. On November 20, 1770, the House
did not even go up to the Council Chamber for prorogation. "The
Secretary came into the House by Order of his Honor the Lieu-
tenant-Oovemour, and acquainted the House, that his Honor had
been pleas'd to give his Assent to the following Bills
"Then the Secretary acquainted the House, that he had a
Message to deliver the House from his Honor the Lieutenant-
Govemour, which he read and laid on the Table " He then
said it was his Honor' s pleasure that the Court be prorogued to
3
January 23, at Cambridge. On March 9, 1774, the Governor sent
a message to the Court to Inform them that he had not had time
to examine all those which had been presented to him during the.
4
session. But the Assembly was nevertheless prorogued.
It seems to have been left to the discretion of the
Governor whether he adjourn the Court or prorogue it, for both
methods of securing a recess were used constantly. Moreover,
further prorogation might be made by proclamation of the Gover-
nor during a recess, thus setting ahead the date for reconvening
the Court.
1 Ibid., 1758-59, p. 103-4; 1761-52, o.
17o5^6, p. 186-89.
2 Journal
, 1772-73, p. 291-292.
Ibid., 1770-71, p. 177-182.
TFlT
. , 1773-74 , p. 241-243.
1763-64", p. 274-5
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The final process of dissolution of the Assemble/ was
usually preceded by acceptance of favorable bills on the part
of the Governor, and perhaps a speech to the Court, whereupon
'•Mr, Secretary. .. .declared, That it was His Excellency's Order,
that the Great and General Court or Ass rably be forth- ith dis-
solved; and that the said Court was accordingly Dissolved, and
1
the Members thereof discharged from any further Attendance.”
A few times during the royal period, the Governor utilized his
power of dissolution as an instrument for ridding himself of a
contrary or troublesome Assembly, since early dissolution usually
2
meant a new Assembly within the year. On the other hand, dis-
solution sometimes did not occur until verv shortly before the
3
appointed time for the spring elections.
Commissions and Instructions
T$e Charter of 1691 served as the basis for the Massa-
chusetts "constitution" in so far as it stated the rights, pri-
vileges, and duties of the colony, provided for its government,
defined its extent and powers, and reserved certain things to
the Crown. But in order to supplement this skeletal framework,
the home government found it necessary from, time to time, to in-
dicate further provisions for the administration of the province.
The means by which this was accomplished was through the detail-
ed clauses of the royal commissions and further instructions
issued to thr successive Governors of Massachusetts.
The roval commissions of Office were bestowed unon the
men selected to become the chief executives of the colonv under
v
the Privy Seal of England. The form of the commission usually
1 Journal '] IX. 7 3837
2 For example, the dissolution in May 1720. Ibid
.
,
II., 233.
For the reason in this case, see above p. 33, note 6.
3 Ibid . , 1773-74-, p. 241-243.
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followed closely that issued to Joseph by Queen Anne on April
1, 1702. viz .
"Anne by the srs.ee of God etc. . . to our Trusty end ’.Yell-
beloved Joseph Dudley Esquire Greeting. Whereas our late Royal
Brother and Sister King William and Queen Mary by their
charter under the Great Seal of England bearing date"— of Octo-
ber 7, 1691. have incorporated " the Province of the Massa-
chusetts Bay in New England and have thereby granted that "
there shall be a Govemour of our said Province and Territory
to be from time to time appointed and commissionated by us or
Heires and Successors With severall Priviledges Franchiese and
Immunities thereby granted to our <§aid loveing Subjects Wee
therefore Reposeing especiall Trust and confidence in your
Prudence Courage and loyalty out of our especiall Grace certaine
knowledge and peer Mocion Have thought fitt to Constitute and
appoint And hy these Presents Doe Constitute and appoint you
the said Joseph Dudley to be our Captaine Generali and Governor
in chief in and over our said Province of the Massachusetts
Bay in New England And for your better Guidance and Directions
'Wee do hereby Require and Command you to doe and execute all
things in a due manner that shall belong unto the Trust Wee
have reposed in you according to the several pofrres and Author-
ities mencioned in said Charter and in these ^resents and such
further Powers and Instructions and Authorities as you shall
receive or Which shall at any time hereafter be granted or
appointed you under our Signe Manual and signett or by order of
our Privy Council in Pursuance of the said Charter and according'
—f
—
—
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—
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to such reesonable law. -2 and statutes as are now in force or
Which hereafter 'ah'- 11 be made and agreed upon in such manner
and forme as by the charter is directed.-- And our Will and
pleasure is That you the said Joseph Dudley shall and may
hold execute and enjoy the said Office and 'lace of our Cap-
tains General and Governor in chief of the Massachusetts Bay
in New England With all fchd singular powers and Authorities
hereby ranted unto you for and during our Jill and Pleasure.
—
Witness ou^ self* at Westminster the first day of April.
1
By Writt of Privy Seale."
The "singular powers" accorded the Governor were com-
plete control of the militf ry forces of the colony and its fort-
ifications, and the chief magistracy of a vice-admiralty court,
plus such powers as subsequent instructions should contain. The
Governor w rj s to respect the provincial charter, and to reserve
certain patronage in the colony to the Crown. The commission
also provided for the administration. of the government in the
case of the Governor’s de^i r-e, by appointing the Lieutenant-
Governor, and the Council( later the senior Councillor) res-
pectively to succeed to the position of chief executive. Sup-
plementing the terms of the charter as they did, the commissions
to the Governors could not fail to become an integral part of
the provincial constitution, the supreme law by which each
colony v/as governed subject only to royal readjustment.
The intructions which the Governors received were of two
minds: general instructions which accompanied the commissions
and were supplementary to them; and additional instructions of
specific nature issued at any time. These documents, although
1 Aimball, Dudle y
,
Appendix A.
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ostenslbly private orders of the Crown, were In f?ct Orders In
Council of composite h ft. Probably every important official
in the 3ngl i sh government connected with the colonies, especially
the member of the Board of Trade and the committee in Council,
made some contribution to the for mation of the instruct i • n-' .
Thus the instructions were cooper- te affaire, representing many
interests and varied intellects. The Governors were expected
to obey their instructions to the letter, in spite of the pal-
pable lack of coordination in their concept' n, which was fre-
*
quently displayed in the orders * • In per - ], th f. instruct ions
inf or- ed the Governors what their attitude should be 1 regard
to political, commercial* military, and religious affairs,
well as the
l
1" treatment of certain standing local problem!. The
special instructions were issued to care for matters of moment
at any given time, especially new or unusual provincial diffi-
culties.
The obvious intention of the home government during the
entury before: the Revolution, 'res that the colonists should
accept the commissions and instructions as their provincial
cons ition. Despite the best English efforts, however, cer-
tain features in the system of ^government by instructionM in-
evitably paved the way for its downfall before the c> lonial
determination for true autonomous government. In the first
.
,
... . f- setts enjoyed certain • sial i - ‘.leges by- her
royal eharter, such • th -a intenence of an elective Council,
the '"f- . vrer 1 <?; salary, and annual el< etio •
r-r.ee i cn • o f th
r
hens ral Cour t . Tha t. the s e r i rhts boul d not b
e
controverted by any commissions or instructions would naturally
lessen the prestige of the royal prerogative personified by the
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G-ova rnor
.
A second fr ct or '70s the uncer+ n inty with .vhich the
Governor Interpreted and enforced his instructions • It v s
inevitab! e that, fr&rr. time to ti e situations might arise which
demanded immediate sattlemcnt even in contrs tion to the in-
structions. Yet the home authorities, especially the Board
of Trade, repeatedly reprimanded the governors for disregarding
instructions which purported to embody the "true principles
f a colonial constitution? The English govemm nt unquestion*
ably intended the instructions to be literally obeyed, guch
a restriction upon the judgement and discretion of the govern-
wag obviously a weakening force. Sven a necessary viola-
tion of his orders light result in the. immediate recall and
iisgrade of the Governor. On the other hand, hesitation in
making such a violation followed by an expedient adjustment
to circumstances would unquestionably b; hailed by the gover-
nor’s enemies as a weak surrender.
The governor’s sole responsibility for enforcement of
the instructions was another re a son for the failure of this
system of government by instruction. The home authorities
demanded that the instructions be accepted as part of the
provincial system, yet th orders re sent privately to
the governor and were not for publication. Tor this reason
the governor could only force their acceptance by the General
Court by duplicity and coercion. Moreover, the governor’s
lack of patronage of a political nature in Massachusetts and
the existence of so many elective officials handicapped him
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executive duties.. The councillors supported the in-
actions when it suited their purposes, while
J
:h ; assembly-
men were almost constantly opposed to "’ ministerial mandates
1
and government by instruction on the ground that such - ere
inimical to the liberties of a free people, and would have
1
no more of them than could be helped." Indeed, due to the
private nature of the instructions, the Assembly members
felt that they should be binding only on the governor and not
on the legislature at all. Thus the governor was forced to
fight his battles with the Assembly unsupported in the pro-
vince and in constant danger of recall from England.
The instructions, moreover, remained strictly mercan-
tilist in favor of English commerce dow to the American Revo-
lution, and were especially offensive to the colonists dur-
ing the latter two decades. "Thus, during a critical time
when the colonial Assemblies were losing respect for the King* 1 s
instructions and denying their mandatory character, th auth-
orities at home, determined tc preserve unchanged the depen-
si tus of the King's possessions across the sea, were
insisting more strenuously than before on a complete obedi-
ence to the King* s instructions and the full maintenance of
2
the royal prerogative...."
The inflexibility of th* whole system as exercised $>y
the home government was probably the outstanding reason for
its ultimate collapse,
.
nd the outbreak of the Revolution.
Despite the fact that the emissionpof hew commissions to nev;
n
i
governors were ^ot infrequent, and that additi ona1 instructions
1 Camb ridge History of British Empi re, I, 420.
2 Ibid .', I, 421.
"
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mi.mht be is ued at any time, neither type of document varied
materially in subject matter throughout ..he entire provincial
period. With one of the most flexible systems for provincial
'overnment of the colonies evei' vised, the I^nglisn govern-
ment displayed colossal stupidity, unvarying lack of judge-
ment, and fundamental ultra- conservatism in administration
which could only result an ignominious failure. With a few
minor exceptions, "the changes in instructions were all made
with the intent of tightening the royal grip .upon the col-
onies rather than of loosening it, and of counteracting the
1
“.rowing power of the assemblies rather than of com inning it. 1
"The Board of Tra.de and the Privy Council had no in-
tention of allowing the Assembly to get beyond control.
Taking the position that the popular branch of the govern-
ment owed its very existence to the king’s will and pleasure,
they deliberately circumscribed its powers in the governors’
instructions in order to demonstrate its inferiority as a
lav;-making body By successive instructions and decisions
of the Crown lawyers or of the counsel of the Board of Trade
the Assembly vms forbidden to concern itself with any matter
that lay outside the province it represented, or which tres-
passed upon the prerogative of the King or the powers of
Parliament. It could not interfere in any way with the laws
of, trade or discriminate in favor of the colonists at the
expense of the British merchants engaged in the colonial
I Labarec
,
4
~
4~5
• See Ibid ., chapter on "government by Instruc-
tion" for a full discussion of this topic.
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trade. It could not pass private acts without a clause
savin- the rights of the Crown, bodies politic and corpor-
ate, and all private persons, nor could it pass these and
other acts the nature of which was specified, without first
obtaining the King’s consent or introducing a suspending
clause binding the colony not to enforce the act until the
1
King’s will were known." Other instructions ordered that
the Governor "should endeavor to secure fixed salaries and
a house for himself and that appropriations should be indef-
inite in duration"; that colonial bills of credit should be
issued only in limited amounts, and that the practice of
2
passing money bills as resolves should be abolished. Add
all these restrictions to the already considerable powers
of the Governor granted by the two charters, and it will p2La in-
ly appear that the colonists had ample grounds for complain-
ing that the full exercise of the royal prerogative was
little .short of tyranny.
1 Cambridge History of British Empire , I, 41S-423.
2 Osgood, III, 145, 321, 324.
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CONOLUSION
A study of the Massachusetts Assembly necessitates
in general the solution of tv/o major problems: first, deter-
mination of the extent of the encroachment upon the royal
prerogative by the Assembly; and second, ascertainment of
the relation of the Assembly in procedure and customs to
the House of Commons in England.
To arrive at a definite answer to the first question
is difficult. The available evidence is neither as plenti-
ful nor as suggestive as might be desired in order to trace
absolutely the growth of the power of the Court relative to
executive authority. It is hecessary to assume a great deal
without sufficient evidence upon which to base positive con-
clusions. It is possible to make some statements with a
degree of safety. In 1723, for instance, Governor Shuts in
a memorial to the King stated that he discovered the repre*
sentatives in Massachusetts possessed of greater powers
than the House of Commons in England, for they elected the
embers of the Council which was the upper house. They fixed
the salaries of the governor and lieutenant-governor to suit
themselves. They so controlled the office of treasurer as
to dictate the issue and expenditure of the public revenue.
It followed that in a manner they not only controlled the
legislative power but in a great measure that of the execu-
tive also. Even allowing for Shtate's prejudice, we can
readily anticipate the Assembly’s reference to itself in the
later period as "His Majesty's Commons" in the province.
Ever since 1693 they had claimed all the rights and privilege
--
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of the House of Commons,
As the size of the membership of the House increased
so did the prestige of that body expend in the province.
The introduction of galleries was an innovation calculated
to impress upon the popular mind through public debate, the
growing importance of the Assembly. Throughout the entire
period, howener, certain greet differences of opinion pre-
vailed between the English authorities and the delegates in
the Massachusetts Assembly as to the relative importance of
the executive and legislative branches of the government,
and p.s to the place of the Assembly in the composite govern-
mental scheme. To the English government the dominant fac-
tor in the government of the colonies was the C-overnor, who
drew his authority from the- prerogative and in whose hands
lay the ultimate control of all administrative, financial,
and judicial business; while the popular Assembly was in an
inferior position — that of a provincial or municipal coun-
cil, the function of which was the passage of legislation
and ordinances for meeting the immediate nedds of the col-
ony itself. The colonists, however, gradually came to learn
that only constant alertness and insistence could win them
the rights of Englishmen. They insisted upon maintaining
that principle under any and all circumstances as the whole
colonial history gees to prove, and by their determination
they gained their inheritance of all the privileges won by
Englishmen in the preceding centuries of English constitu-
tional history.
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On the whole, so far as procedure went, relations
between the House and the Council changed out little L.-irough—
out the whole period, the House claiming always the predom-
inant position in the Legislature. The infringement of the
House on the right# of the Governor were, however, more ob-
vious as the years passed. In the later period the House
li splayed much disrespect for the executive, while at the
same time opposing his authority at every turn. fht ex-
treme claims of the earlier years were entirely abandoned
later, namely: that the House should hr - ; .1 ta control
of its choice of Speaker; that the House might adjourn it-
self* for any period of time; and that the Court might indi-
cate its own place of meeting. Just prior to the Revolution
it is evident that the House v/as making a number of new
claims, but on the whole these were quite conservative de-
mands. The Assembly actually exercised less freedom and
fewer privileges than it had in the earlier period to some
extent. The Governors in the later time were quite as able
and as staunch supporters of the royal prerogative as any
of their predecessors — and were considerably more success-
ful.
Throughout the period, the Assembly had certain fac-
tors in its favor in the attack upon the Governor’s position.
In the firs£ place, the uhdisputed right of the Assembly to
initiate legislation in the province was of inestimable
value. The right to decide what bills should be brought up
for passage, what unde rtakings were to be financially sup-
ported, and what policies of government should be sanctioned
«_
-
. i-
*
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by legislative process was an essential part of the author-
ity of the lower house. It gave to the leaders of that body
a positive voice in all '.important decisions, which in very
few case* the negative influence of the governor could over-
come successfully.
The similarity in form of the Assembly to the House
of Commons was another advantage favoring the increased
authority of the popular body. Its members naturally tried
to claim the same powers, rights, and privileges for the
Assembly that the Commons had won throughout the centuries.
The- fact that the royal prerogative in England was greatly
checked by the Commons merely gave the Representatives in
the province an additional precedent for attempting to limit
the royal predominance oevr the colonial government. The
continued opposition of the English to such a development
was, of course, the principal source of conflict between the
colony, and' the home country in the person of the governor.
Perhaps the greatest advantage of all that the Assembly
had. in its contest for supremacy in the colonial government
was the control of finances. Although this principle evolved
during the royal period, it was based on precedents both of
the earlier colonial period and of the House of Commons in
England. Control of the governor’ s salary was, as we have
3een, quite an effective weapon in the hands of clever and
determined Assemblymen. The device of specific appropria-
tions gave the Assembly an increased point of leverage on
the governor, and was one matter in which the Assembly was
quite entirely successful in checking the prerogative. A
government can not be conducted without funds, and so long
-
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the Assembly held the purse-strings, it was in a supreme
position. By passing revenue laws for short periods, by the
use of detailed and specific appropriation bills, by the re-
fusal to accept amendments of money bills by the Council,
by dominating the office of treasurer, and by controlling in
so far as possible all money affairs rather than leaving
them in the hands of the governor and Council, the lower
house could practically dictate the policies of government.
The dispute over control of finances -- levying and dispos-
ing of moneys -- was, as we know, one of the principal causes
of the Revolution.
In regard to the second question, despte the lack of
source material of definite nature, to reach certs im conclu-
sions is possible. The similarity between the Assembly and
the House of Commons is forced upon the mind in considering
a number of points of procedure. In organizing for business,
in taking oaths, in the methods of judging elections, in the
procedure of choosing a Speaker and in presenting him to the
Governor for approval, in "going up" to hear the Governor’
s
speech in all these ways the Massachusetts House of Rep-
resentatives may be compared to the English House of Commons.
In the passage of bills the methods correspond closely,
in certain respects, at least, to the usage of the House of
Commons. Bills were usually introduced by select committees
appointed By the House; they were brought in by such committee
and laid on the table; they were read by the Clerk; they were
subject to three readings before passage; they were sometimes
voted upon by division; they were often debated upon when the
second reading took place; they must be the objects of enact-
t
-
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£ng clauses; they were usually consented to by the governor
before both Houses at the end of the session. All these meth-
ods of procedure are strikingly similar to those of the Com-
mons in England.
The committee system of the Assembly also resembles
somewhat that of the lower House in Ingland. It at times
resolved itself into a committee of the whole House; it ap-
pointed various standing committees; and it used select com-
mittees for any purpose. In the matter of privileges, too,
a resemblance exists. The Assembly definitely claimed the
liberties and rights of an English assembly, going back to
the reign of Henry II for precedents. In case of breach of
privilege it summoned before the House the offending parties
and meted out such punishments as it saw fit. In the case
of an occasional expulsion of members and the- causes thereof,
it also followed English custom.
Since the Assembly considered itself "His Majesty’s
Commons", it is reasonable that it consciously turned to
Parliament for precedent In matters of procedure, as is evi-
denced by the similarity of its usages to those of England.
Moreover, it adopted the very spirit of the Commons in attempt-
ing constantly to limit the prerogative at every turn. In
addition, the existence of the Journal
s
of both Houses of
Parliament in the Town House at Poston, proves that the As-
sembly had the authoritative sources to which to turn for the
knowledge of a practice in England. The Massachusetts Assembly
did not adopt in toto the usages of the House of Commons, but
rather adapted to their own needs those customs which were prac-
ticable in the colonial environment.
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